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Hong Kong Will Remain a Free What's Inside
Market after 1997

Selected Reforms on China'sAgenda 4
by Andrew Sheng

Why Is Ukraine's Economy-and Russia's-
In 1997theworldwillwitnessamajorhis- US$100 billion.) Hong Kong will use its NotGrowing?byDanielKauftnann5
toric event in Asia. On July 1, 1997, Hong financial resources for its own benefit. The Russia's New DreamTeam Confronts
Kong, with 6 million people the world's central govemment will not tax Hong Kong. Nightmares 9
eighth largest trading economy and fourth
largest international financial center, will For the very reasons that people are skep- Russia's New Robber BaronsAct Up 11
return to China, the world's most popu- tical about monetary integration in Europe, Kremlin Capitalism 12
lous nation and one of its most dynamic there will be monetary segregation be-
economies. tween mainland China and Hong Kong.The Forum: Russia's Economic Policy-

Heritage Foundation in the United States Suggestionsforan Alternative 13
But under the agreed principle of "one found Hong Kong the freest economy in The Bank Should Proritize Recovery-
country, two systems," or "one country, two the world. Hong Kong will record a budget by David Gisselquist 15
currencies, two monetary policies, and surplus of HK$15 billion (US$1.95 billion)
two credit ratings," Hong Kong will enjoy a for the fiscal year ending March 31, and Retraining Economics Lecturers in Russia
high degree of autonomy, except in such HK$31.7billioninthenextfiscalyear.China by Lan Wu 17
areas as foreign affairs and defense. Hong still has a budget deficit to cut. Interest rates The World Bank Should Facilitate, Not
Kong will formulate and implement its own in Hong Kong are totally market-driven; Provide 18
monetary and exchange rate policy, and China is going through a transitional phase
will safeguard and regulate financial trans- in which some interest rates are still set ad- Letters to the Editor-Millard Long, John
actions undertaken on the Hong Kong ministratively. [See Transition, November- Nellis,andJozeMencinger19
market. Underthe Basic Law (see box), December 1996, p. 22] (China has NorthKorea'sEconomyUnderStresses
Hong Kong's capitalist system will exist for brought inflation down into the single dig- by Nicholas Eberstadt 21
fifty more years, and the extremely suc- its, but it is still higher than in Hong Kong.)
cessful monetary system-a currency The Hong Kong dollar is fully convertible North Korea Is Starving for Reform 23
board where the currency is pegged to with no exchange controls whatsoever; Milestones of Transition 24
the U.S. dollar-will continue. Backing the China's currency is convertible on the
currency, Hong Kong will manage the current account but not yet on the capi- World Bank/IMF Agenda 29
world's seventh-largest foreign exchange tal account. So China is going through a Conference Diary 32
reserves, totaling US$66 billion. These re- major transition. Monetary segregation New Books and Working Papers 33
serves are five times larger than Hong makes sense.
Kong's monetary base. And Hong Kong Bibliography of Selected Articles 39
has no external debt. (To compare: Seven principles have been agreed be- Subscription Form 40
Taiwan's [China] reserves are about the tween Hong Kong and China on monetary
same and China's reserves are about relations:
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1. The Hong Kong dollar will be the only international business. Trade and liabili- international standing. Hong Kong is al-
legal tender in Hong Kong, and the ties between the two will be regarded as ready an equal member with the People's
renminbi remains the only legal tender in external trade and liabilities. Bank of China in the Basel-based Bank
China. for International Settlements. And the

6. Some raise the question: After unifica- Hong Kong Monetary Authority, as re-
2. The two monetary authorities are mutu- tion will Shanghai replace Hong Kong as cently agreed, will participate in the New
ally independent and are not subsidiary to a major international banking center? The Arrangements to Borrow within the IMF.
one another. They may
consult one another Hong Kong's suc-
and closely cooperate. 1Hong Kong in; 1997-The Basic Law cess as a prominent
The People's Bank of international and re-
China will not set up ginlfinancial ser-

China's policies of maintaining Hong vested in the Government of the HK gional

Kong after 1997 and Kong's status as an international finan- S.A.R. The issue of Hong Kong cur- vices center is no
will not replace the cial center and preserving its au- rency must be backed by a 100 per- ishgly cong m ongwil nt rplce hetonomy in monetary and financial cent reserve fund.... The Government i ihycmeiie
Hong Kong Monetary affairs after 1997 are clearly enshrined of the HK S.A.R. may authorize des- This is confirmed by
Authority. The two in- the World Economic

in the Joint Declaration of 1984 and ignated banks to issue or continue todependent monetary Forum's 1996 Glo-
s the Basic Law of 1990.The BasicLaw issue Hong Kong currency under

systems will have their thefollowing provisions: statutory authority, after satisfying it- bal Competitive Re-
own credit ratings. y ot hc ak

self that any issue of currency will be por, whic as
3 Te a d "109. The Government of the Hong soundly based and the arrangements Hong Kong as the

3 The mainland ~~~~~~~~~~~~~second most com-
China offices of the Kong Special Administrative Region for such issue are consistent with the s econ om y in
Hong Kong-based fi- [HK S.A.R. shall provide an appropri- object of maintaining the stability of the word, eust after
nancial institutions ate economic and legal environmTent the currency. Singapore. Hong
will continue to be for the maintenance of the status of Kn a ogbe

Hong Kong as an international finan- "1 12. No foreign exchange control poli-Kn a ogbe
treated as any other cial center. cies shall be applied in the HK S.A.R. a leading financial
(U.S., Japanese, and ;; H K dbies shall be free services center in
so on) financial insti- 110. 0.., The Govern ent tf the HK Tconvertibg Kon dollar shall be freely Asia and globally. It
tutions. Similarly, the .. TeGvrmen f theHKcoveribe.Maretmfr fregnex
mainland's financial S.A.R. shall, on its own, formulate mon- change, gold, securities, futures and ditions forpsuccess

institutions in Hong 0etary and financial policies, safeguard the like shall continue. The Govern-
Kongswillton inHotneciv the free operation of financial business ment of the HK S.A.R. shall safegUard
,<ongwillinotreceive and financial markets, and regulate the free flow of capital within, into and * Hong Kong ben-

yspecial privileges and supervise them in accordance with out of the Region. efits from its strate-
They will be subject to law.cgegapia
all the rules and regu- ::XE3 The Exchange Fud fth HK location-it is at
lations "11. heoxcane FndofgheHKthe center of the

latsinHongKong. "111. The Hong Kong dollar, as the S.A.R. shallbemanagedandcontrolled test-row re

4. At the request of ilegal tender in the HK S.A.R., shall by the Government of the Region, pri- gion in the world
4Atthe HonguKog Monf continue to circulate. The authority to 0 marily for regulating the exchange value an in the world
thet uhong ty Kong Mo- issue Hong Kong currency shall be of the Hong Kong dollar." an ti thenate-etary Authority, the way to China. Lo-
People's Bank of cated within the
China will support the Hong Kong dollar, answer is no. Even if the renminbi be- Asian time zone, Hong Kong comple-
if necessary with its own reserves, but in comes more international, and Shanghai's ments New York and London to form a
no circumstances will draw on the Hong capital markets strengthen, the financial global network in providing financial
Kong exchange fund or any other finan- centers will be mutually complementary services.
cial resource. in the same way as Chicago and New

York are complementary. * Hong Kong has a clear, fair, and pre-
5. Financial transactions between China dictable legal system. The government
and Hong Kong will be treated as if they 7.After 1997, Hong Kong, under the name has provided the rule of law to protect
are external business-and practically as Hong Kong, China, will preserve its own the interests of depositors, investors,
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shareholders, insurance policy holders, experienced staff. nancial services as securities trading
and members of occupational retire- * Hong Kong enjoys the strategic ad- and investment banking, and related
ment schemes. It also makes every ef- vantage of being the key financial cen- accounting and legal services, will
fort to ensure that all market ter for China. Hong Kong is close to expand. The World Bank has esti-
participants compete on equal terms. China; its people understand Chinese mated that the infrastructure needs

businesses and the Chinese culture. of East Asia alone amount to US$1.5
*Thetaxsystemisrenownedforitssim- And its unique position, as repre- trillion in the decade to 2004. In
plicity and low rates. Companies are sented in the phrase "one country, two Hong Kong, apart from the funding
free to enter and to do business in Hong systems," makes it the ideal place for needs of its own investment, a ma-
Kong as long as they meet jor potential growth area is
some minor requirements and the financing of China's in-
observe Hong Kong laws.And Milton Friedman on the Reninbi-HK frastructure development.
ancillary institutions, such as Dollar Rllationship
accounting and legal firms and Some have suggested that
information suppliers, provide "I've tried to look at economic history for examples of a sov- Chin a will require about
world-class support services. ereign country which permitted two currencies to exist si- US$700 billion for infrastruc-

multaneously, at a floating, free exchange rate between ture projects over the next
* Hong Kong enjoys an excel- them, the one currency linked to a foreign currency and the decade. A significant por-
lent physical and financial in- othera national currency-the renminbiandthe Hong Kong tion of the necessary funds
frastructure. In 1998 it will dollar. And I only know one example in history that comes will be raised from interna-
complete one of the most mod- close: and that's the United States during the period of the ti on a I markets, especially
ern airports in the world. It has Civil War and immediately after, when gold and greenbacks through Hong Kong. Hong
one of the most advanced and circulated simultaneously. Kong has plenty of capital,
competitive telecommunica- and China needs investment
tion systems. It is currently ad- .. It is in the Chinese self-interest to let the Hong Kong capital, even with its 40 per-
vocating the buildup of dollar remain what it is, because it's been a tremendous cent savings rate. Thus, the
AsiaClear, a regional network value to them to have a Hong Kong dollar that stimulated right legal, constitutional,
of bond clearing and settle- the investments in China itself." and economic framework ex-
ment systems in Asia. ists for a smooth transition.

From anAsian WallStreetJournalinterview with the Nobel
X The workforce is highly Prize-winning economistduringhis recent visitin Hong Kong Andrew Sheng is Deputy
educated, flexible, and pro- Chief Executive of the Hong
ficient in English. There are Kong Monetary Authority.
fewbarrierstotheentryofforeignspe- facilitating foreign investments in This article is based on his recent
cialists. And the quality of life is con- China. As China opens up its finan- presentation at the World Bank,
ducive to attracting and retaining cial markets, the demand for such fi- Washington, D.C.

1997 Annual Meetings in Hong Kong
The 1 997Annual Meetings of the World Bank and the Interna- sovereignty will be a timely affirmation of Hong Kong's con-
tional Monetary Fund will be held September 23-25, 1997, at tinuing status as an international financial center. It will
the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Center and its Ex- also boost international and local confidence in the terri-
tension. Some 3,000 formal and informal meetings will be held tory, and bring substantial benefits in terms of additional
throughout the period. tourism and related business.

More than 13,000 people, including international bankers, The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) is the agency
media representatives, and over 300 finance ministers and responsible for coordinating the provision of services and
central bank govemors, are expected to attend the Annual facilities for the Meetings.
Meetings. Some 6,000 hotel rooms have been reserved.
The staging of this event so soon after the transfer of Web site: http://wwwinfo.govhk/info/hkma.htm
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Selected Reforms on China's Agenda
As unification with Hong Kong approaches, the "mainland" is The economy grew by 9.7 percent last year, lifting total GNP to
cautiously preparing to further streamline the economy. At about 6.8 trillion renminbi (US$820 billion). And govemment
the recent annual session of the National People's Congress, economists have predicted that GDP growth will be as high as
held in early March, state-owned enterprises emerged at the 10.5 percent this year. However, as happened last year, as
top of the country's reform agenda. Moderate yet stable much as two percentage points of this growth may go into ex-
growth and reform of the agrcultural and state industrial sectors panding stockpiles of state-produced goods that no one wants.
were emphasized in Prime Minister Li Peng's annual state- The growth of stockpiles to 530 billion renminbi (7.8 percent of
of-the-union work report, Finance Minister Liu Zhongli's draft GNP) last year highlights an inherent contradiction in China's
budget for fiscal 1997, and the economic plan for 1997, which otherwise strong macroeconomic performance. In order to pre-
was presented by State Planning Minister Chen Jinhua. vent a financial crisis in the state sector, authorities last year

sharply increased loans to state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
Liu announced a planned 1997 budget deficit of 57 billion The way out of this dilemma is to accelerate the restructuring
renminbi (US$6.9 billion), down from 61 billion renminbi in of SOEs, so as to allow a distribution of credit according to
1996. Total government expenditures for the year were put efficiency criteria.
at 896.7 billion renminbi, up 13 percent from last year, against
revenues of 839.7 billion renminbi, up 14 percent. The deficit Li's report singled out SOE reform for the first time as the lead-
will be met by the issuing of a record 248.6 billion renminbi in ing economic and political challenge (even though, owing to
domestic and foreign bonds this year, up from 196.7 billion the rapid growth of private and foreign-invested sectors, the
last year. Of this, 57 billion renminbi will go to finance the economy's dependence on the state sector has fallen to
deficit, and the remainder to service domestic and foreign around 40 percent). Such reform produces its own set of
debt. Despite the increase in revenue, Liu highlighted contin- undesirable side effects, such as unemployment and elimi-
ued deficiencies in collection owing to widespread tax eva- nation of wide-ranging social benefits for workers. According
sion, fraud, and arbitrary tax reductions and exemption. He to Li the government's immediate priorities are to standard-
also said that expenditures were "not effectively controlled," ize bankruptcy practices, encourage mergers and promote
leading to serious waste and extravagance, notably among employment of people released from state enterprises. The
state-owned enterprises. State Council had set aside 30 billion renminbi to support

these objectives. The government's long-term objective is to
Two other key areas received promises of significant extra concentrate state resources on building a core group of 1,000
money: companies that will dominate China's major economic sec-
* Agriculture. China had record grain harvests of 480 million tors and, it is hoped, compete on a global scale. Meanwhile,
tons in 1996, and average annual rural incomes rose 9 per- Li's speech clearly implied that the country's 240,000 smaller
cent over 1995, to 1,926 renminbi. Further output increases SOEs will be released to the private sector.
could minimize import dependence as domestic demand
rises. But local governments lack funds to pay farmers, who The government has succeeded in curbing price increases:
account for most of the workforce and are suffering from retail prices rose by just 6.1 percent last year, down from 14.8
rising local taxes and fees. To support farmers and output, percent in 1995 and 21.4 percent in 1994. Inflation is expected
Liu proposed a 14.2 percent increase in agricultural to be less than 6 percent this year, despite 32 percent growth
expenditures in 1997, up from a 13.3 percent hike in 1996. in fixed asset investments, to 2.53 trillion renminbi, down from
* Defense. Military spending is set to rise by 12.7 percent in 34.6 percent growth in 1996. Beijing's financial position is re-
1997, to 80.6 billion renminbi, after an increase of 11.3 spectable; its fiscal deficit is manageable and it has amassed
percent in 1996. (Some military sources claim that actual recordforeignreservesinexcessof US$100billion.Thechal-
Chinese defense spending is at least 2.5 times that stated in lenge for policymakers is to find a sustainable balance be-
the budget, as the military has access to other sources of tween the long-term economic need for SOE reform and the
revenue, for example, its industrial activities.) Nonetheless, short-term political need for subsidies.
as Beijing argues, the base figure is not excessive by inter-
national standards, especially given the People's Liberation Based on reports of Oxford Analytica, the U.K-based re-
Army's current technological deficiencies. search group and news agencies
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Desperately Seeking Economic Recovery
Why are some of the transition economies, including Russia and Ukraine, unable to embark on a path to recovery even though
their macroeconomic fundamentals are in place, with budget deficits cut, inflation brought down, and exchange rates stabilized?
In the following roundup we try to find answers to this question. According to Daniel Kaufmann, these economies still lack micro-
level liberalization; excessive taxation, suffocating regulations, and omnipresent bribery are paralyzing business activity. In our
forum for discussion, economist Stanislav Menshikov claims that the Russian economy is suffering from unnecessarily restrictive
policies and suggests a well-targeted industrial policy for revitalization. David Gisselquist's therapy differs; he recommends
actions on the local level and believes that the World Bank should support a long-term growth strategy in the transition
economies.

Why Is Ukraine's Economy-and Russia's-Not
Growing?
by Daniel Kaufmann

Ukraine's economy contracted by about Newly established private enterprises tracts are regarded as final or binding.
10 percent during 1996, experiencing especially continue to see excessive *Taxlaws,customsregulations,andspe-
another year of sharp decline. Even ac- taxation, unstable legislation, and cialized licensing procedures are cum-
counting for the unofficial economy-the trade and regulatory constraints as se- bersome and ambiguous. This leads to
unreported value added-a continuing rious impediments. The practice of arbitrary implementation of regulations
contraction in overall GDP is clear. Rus- greasing the palms of officials-tax, and corruption.
sia and a number of (non-Baltic) newly health, or fire inspectors, for example- * Bankruptcy law permits companies to
independent states are experiencing simi- to obtain a license or avoid or reduce a accumulate debts and then simply close
lar trends. Stabilization was attained in tax is widespread, and payments are down, but prevents restructuring.
some countries, including Ukraine and sizeable. These payments have not de- * Resident or nonresident companies can
Russia, but they are still missing eco- clined since the reform started in 1994. withdraw only a limited amount of cash
nomic growth. That suggests that macro- (The magnitude of these payments is of from bank accounts (most enterprises are
stabilization is a necessary but not the same order as in Russia.) allowed to keep only a single account).
sufficient condition for growth. Bank accounts are arbitrarily frozen.

A panel sample of about fifty firms in Kiev * Corporate profit taxes vary extensively.
Unhappy Enterprises and Lviv-compiled last year through the Tax exemptions are significant and dis-

Ukraine Rapid Enterprise Survey by the criminatory. Local tax offices exercise
Almost three years ago Ukraine initi- Soros International Economic Advisory considerable discretion, resulting in
ated a major economic reform program. Group-also reported a rising tax burden abuses and corruption.
It has made significant progress in con- and increasing administrative, policy, and * The payroll tax which includes social
quering inflation, introducing a new regulatorycontrols.Throughout1996,the security contributions, the Chernobyl
and relatively stable currency (the government continuously strengthened its fund, and withholding taxes, is prohibi-
hryvna), and liberalizing trade and regulation of production, pricing, bank tively high. Personal income taxes are
prices on a macro level (top-down). But credit, and foreign trade. Foreign busi- also high.
liberalization at the micro level ness felt the heat of such constraints as * Company registrations are not trans-
(bottom-up) has not taken place, and discretionary application of licensing rules, parent, and are time-consuming.
accordingly, the cost of operating en- spreading corruption, a fragile banking * Foreign currency purchases and private
terprises legally is still extremely high. system, and legal and regulatory insta- foreign currency loans are under admin-
In 1996 enterprise surveys were con- bility. A recent report detailing Ukraine- istrative control, and are subject to dis-
ducted in Ukraine and-with a smaller based U.S. bilateral agencies' experiences cretionary and bureaucratic licensing
sample-in Russia. The vast majority listed other barriers as well: procedures.
of the participating firms denied that *TheAntimonopoly Committee is autho-
they had benefited from the reforms *Commercial, tax, and land codes are lack- rized to intervene in broad and unwar-
(while declaring them irreversible). ing. As a consequence, few business con- ranted areas of the economy.

(D 1997 The World Bank TRANSITION, Apnl 1997



Barriers also impede progress in the ag- a private price, probably less than the The absence of micro liberalization has two
ricultural sector. About 14 percent of ar- extra cost of operating in the official effects on the economy:
able land is held as private subsidiary economy. Thus the overall cost of doing
plots, but it is not tradable. (This private business (whether officially or unoffi- * It slows overall output recovery be-
land produces about half of agricultural cially) increases when a tax or regula- cause higher operating costs deter
output; the 86 percent in collective and tion is imposed. But operating officially some firms from starting businesses;
state hands produces the other half.) No becomes relatively more costly than op- others may get started but then stag-
clear policy has yet been formulated for erating unofficially. nate or go bankrupt.
land privatization and ownership.

Table 1. Evolution of the unofficial economy in countries of Eastern Europe and the former
It is no surprise that foreign Soviet Union and possible determinants, 1989-94

Ukraine has averaged less Change in Unofficial Private sector
unofficial economy's development Average

than$5percapitaperyear. economy's share and annual Bureaucratic
(Comparable data for Hun- Country, by share 1989-94 1994 liberalization inflation discretion
gary show annual per degree of change in (percentage (percentage index rate index
capita FDI of $1,200.) unofficialeconomy points)8 of total) (0-100) percentage) (0-100)
Large, promising foreign Extremelyhigh
investments that were at increase (war)
advanced stages of prepa- Georgia 52 64 22 309 36
ration have recently be- Azerbaijan 46 58 17 208 32
come mired in bureaucratic Average 49 61 20 259 34
red tape. And some large Very high increase
foreign investors are leav- Ukraine 34 46 13 393 46
ing the country. Russia 28 40 32 230 43

Moldova 28 40 27 299 35
Business Underground Average 30 42 24 307 41

Medium increase

In many transition econo- Kazakstan 22 34 22 414 35
mies politicians and bu- Latvia 22 34 40 106 46
reaucrats try to control the Lithuania 17 29 44 165 54
enterprise sector through Estonia 123 25 49 123 44
administrative measures Czech Republic 12 18 60 15 65

and regulations. This gives Average 17 28 43 165 49
rise to side payments, di- Low increaseris t sie ayent, i- Belarus 7 19 18 362 40
rectly raising the cost of Belarus 7 19 49 79 40
doing business within the Hungary 1 29 69 23 74

official economy. But as Poland 0 15 69 116 71
taxes or other administra- Average 3 23 51 145 58
tive barriers are raised, the Decline
illicit rents extracted from an (repressed politics)
enterprise (to evade taxes Uzbekistan -2 10 19 177 28
and official impediments) Romania -5 17 39 104 26
increase as well. Given the Average -4 13 29 141 27
degree of oversight bureau- Overall average 17 32 37 195 45
crats and politicians have a. Calculations based on main conservative scenario of aggregate electricity consurmption (Kaufmann and
over the enterprise sector and Kaliberda 1996).
in many newly independent Note: The private sector development (PSD) and liberalization index ranges f rom zero (anti-PSD and
state, many newn sement is liberalization) to 1 00 (maximum pro-PSD and liberalization). Annual inf lation rates are based on geometric
states, an endorsement is averages. The bureaucratic discretion index has been standardized to range from 0 to 100 (maxinum
required to operate unoffi- discretion) based on annual Freedom House indices of civil and political liberalization.
cially. That "nod" comes at Source: From Plan to Market, M. De Melo, C. Denizer, and A. Geib (1996), Freedom House.
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* It encourages businesses to operate in the register the visible part of their operations. commitment of Russia's reformers to
unofficial economy, where the added oper- They receive some state support (social stabilization, warned them to face the
ating cost is relatively less than in the offi- protection), and hide the rest of their busi- realities of the enterprise sector. He was
cial economy. (The trend was different ness. The ratio of reported to unreported surprised to see so many entrepreneurs
elsewhere: following liberalizabion, the share activities depends largely on the costs and waiting in the ministers' offices. "You can-
of the unofficial economy declined in Poland, benefits of operating in each economy. not build a market economy on this ba-
in some other Central and East European sis," (he cautioned.)
countries, and in the Baltics; [see table 1].) Most firms surveyed in Ukraine admitted

paying bribes to lower their official tax Enterprises in Ukraine are hit hard by
Prior to the transition, the share of the burden and to secure various licenses; taxes and regulations. Thus, in order to
unofficial economy in overall GDP in the [see table 2]. Senior management in the survive, they are willing to pay signifi-
Soviet Union was estimated to be 10-15 new private enterprises must spend a lot cant sums in bribes and consequently
percent. In Ukraine the unofficial segment of time with public officials "securing" li- misreport large shares of their value
of the economy had grown to more than censes and permits and "negotiating" added. This iswhy many firms are forced
40 percent of overall GDP by 1994, and by taxes and penalties. In 1995 they spent to submerge their operations at least
mid-1 996 it was estimated to be about about 30 percent of their working hours partly. At the national level, the unoffi-
one-half of overall GDP. The increase was with officials, and almost 40 percent in cial economy reduces the country's tax
due partly to the significant decline of the 1996. (Managers in Russia-as our small base and official foreign exchange hold-
officialeconomyduringtheperiodandpartly sample indicates-need to spend about ings (thus fostering capital flight) and
to the tripling in the absolute size of the 30 percent of their working hours with in so doing lessens the state's ability
unofficial economy. officials, compared with 15 percent in to manage the economy. But the costs

Lithuania and 8 percent in El Salvador, are also significant on the enterprise level;
Although some new businesses are al- for instance. During a recent visit to besides the high extralegal payments re-
together unregistered, having entered di- Moscow IMF Managing Director Michel quired, operating in the underground
rectly into the unofficial economy, others Camdessus, while praising the strong economy undermines entrepreneurial

Table 2. "Unofficial" payments by enterprises for official permits, licences, and other "favors" in
Ukraine and Russia, 1994 and 1996

Ukraine Russia
Percentage of Average Percentage of
enterprises unofficial' enterprises

Average "unofficial" admitting need to fee required admitting need to
fee required for "favor"a pay "unofficially" for "favor"8 pay "unofficially"

Type of licence or 'favor" 1996 1994 1996 1994 1996 1994
Enterprise registration $176 $186 66 64 $288 44
Each visit byfire or health inspector $42 $40 81 72 $67 23
Each regular visit bytax inspector $87 $91 51 56 $250 21
Each phone line installation $894 $550 78 95 $1,071 100
Lease in state space
(sq. meter per month) $7 .. 66 88 $26 39

Each export license orregistration $123 $217 61 96 $643 43
Each import license orregistrabon $278 $108 71 93 $133 50
Each border crossing (lump sum) $211 $194 100 90
Domestic currency preferential loan
(percentage of value) 4 .. 81 8 38

Hard currency preferential loan
(percentage of value) 4 .. 85 .. 23 53

a. Average among those w ho adrrit making unofficial payments. Preliminary data based on March 1996 survey of 150
state or private enterprises in five large Ukrainian cities, and 50 enterprises in three large Russian cities. Caution
should be exercised in interpretation of the data, w hich are not representative of the w hole country (particularly in
Russia, w here the samnple is small). The mid-1994 survey results for Ukraine are based on a similar survey instrument.
similar survey instrument.
Source: The survey.
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confidence, preventing longer term with about 70 percent of their shares sold. A window of opportunity is now open to
investment. Many of the privatized assets have been take bolder measures not only in Ukraine

transferred to earlier managers, who are (despite the delay in reforms in recent
According to estimates based on our sur- in full control of the enterprises. This trend, months) but also in Russia. With the sup-
vey, in both Ukraine and Russia registered coupled with the absence of deregulation, port of the international community,
firms that are responsible for about 80-85 has worked against enterprise restructur- these governments, working in coopera-
percent of unreported economic activities ing. Land privatization is also urgent. tion with the reformers, may be able to
are prepared to return to the legal sphere carry out a bold reform program. If the
over time; only an entrenched, hard-core * Tax rates should be reduced and the tax historic opportunity is seized, both coun-
15-20 percent want to stay, no matter what. regime simplified. The excessively high tries could look forward to vigorous and
Thus the unofficial economy is still relatively payroll tax needs to be cut. Tax payments sustained growth, exceeding 4 to 5 per-
shallow, and with appropriate economic and should be credibly enforced, and special cent a year. The key is to create a
institutional reforms its size could be cut. privileges and exemptions need to be elimi- pro-business and pro-investment climate

nated. An improved tax administration by implementing deregulation and gov-
State Restructuring should oversee a new tax regime that is ernment reform.

simple, moderate, and transparent.
What could be those "appropriate eco- DanielKaufmann isa visitingscholaratthe
nomic and institutional reforms"? * The financial sector should be streamlined. Harvard Institute of International Develop-

ment, on secondment from the World Bank
*A major deregulation program should be * The public sector needs to be restruc- Earlierhe was the head of the World Bank's
launched. Such a program could level the tured. The legions of bureaucrats, currently Kiev (Ukraine) office. This article is based
playing field for new enterprises, eliminat- setting and monitoring prices, authorizing on his recent study " The Missing Pillar
ing most enterprise licenses and permits licenses and permits, and otherwise regu- of a Growth Strategy for Ukraine: Re-
while keeping those that are absolutely nec- lating enterprise activity would be more pro- forms for Private Sector Development, "
essary (health, environment, and safety), ductive collecting corporate taxes, teaching, forthcoming in Comelius and Lenain, edi-
according to simple and transparent rules. or starting their own businesses. Similarly, tors, Ukraine: Accelerating the Transi-
Abuses of discretionary government pow- accelerated privatization in the agricultural tion to Market, IMF Washington, D.C.
ers should be eliminated (including forced and enterprise sectors would substantially
delays at customs, arbitrary cancellations relieve the overstretched civil servants, en- Information: Harvard Institute for Inter-
of import permits, and levying of steep pen- abling them to focus their activity where national Development (HIID), One Eliot
alties). Export registration requirements and public sector involvement is really needed, St., Room 414, Cambridge, Massachu-
indicative export pricing should be elimi- such as reforming local governments (par- setts 02138, United States, tel. 617-
nated, along with inter-oblast trading re- ticularly in Russia) and the relations be- 496-9035, fax 617-495-0527, Email:
strictions and oblast-specific export barriers tween local and central governments. DKaufmann hiid.harvard.edu.
(for grain, coal, or any other commodity). Re-
strictions on domestic agricultural trade
should be lifted, and the discretionary en- I SEETHE
forcement of state contracts terminated. tS STILL UAVINGi
The remaining price controls for artificial 8WGET PROlEM1.
monopolies should be abolished, and the
price inspectorate offices closed. At the
sectoral level, deregulation of the energy RV
and power sectors should be carried out, FOOD
exposing gas and other subsectors to
competition. More generally, the large in-
dustrial structures need to be
demonopolized. This is urgent in Russia.

Privatization should be accelerated. To
date, less than one-third of medium-size
and large enterprises have been privatized, From the World Press Review
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Russia's New Dream Team Confronts Nightmares
On March 17 a reinvigorated Boris a minister without portfolio engaged in $10 billion extended fund facility loan be-
Yeltsin announced a complete overhaul policy analysis. cause of doubts about the credibility of
of the Russian government. Leading fig- . Alfred Kokh, who continues to head the 1997 budget. The budget crisis de-
ures among the newly appointed re- the State Property Committee (GKI) and lays the decline in interest rates that is
formers include: has become deputy prime minister. vital to private investment.

* Oleg Sysuev, mayor of Samara, who
* Anatoli Chubais, who has moved has also become deputy prime minis- Shrinking Economy
back into the government (after serving ter with responsibility for housing and
as presidential chief of staff) as first utilities reform. Russian GDP has been falling for the
deputy prime minister and economic past seven years; in 1996 the decline
policy overlord, replacing former On the Downside was 6 percent, steeper than the 4 per-
Oneksimbank chief Vladimir Potanin. cent fall in 1995. The World Bank pre-
Chubais has also become finance min- The new team takes over an economy dicts that the fall will cease this year,
ister,takingoverfromAleksandrLivshits, that is drifting, in which many reform is- but does not expect much positive
who returns to the presidential adminis- sues are unresolved (including regulation growth until 1998. The State Statistical
tration as deputy chief of staff. Chubais's of state monopolies and of bankruptcy Committee (Goskomstat) reported on
major assignment is to reform Russia's procedures, codification of land March 17, that year-on-year, Russia's
grossly inefficient tax collection system, privatization and legislation of security GDP increased by 0.1 percent in Janu-
raise revenues for empty budget coffers, markets) and social tension is high. ary and 0.9 percent in February. But this
and initiate banking reforms. (Aleksandr encouraging upturn was "produced" by
Morozov, an economist with the World Budget Crisis the statisticians of Goskomstat, accord-
Bank, explained that the first step could ing to "Russian Economic Trend," a
be the establishment of a nationwide The bottom-line problem remains the monthly report of the EU-funded, Mos-
federal treasury system to coordinate government's failure to meet budget ob- cow-based Institute for Macroeconomic
banking operations using state budget ligations and collect planned taxes. Research. Goskomstat boosted its 1997
funds. This would lead to a gradual cut Moscow's failure to pay millions of gov- estimate of the size of the black
in the number of currently authorized ernment workers and pensioners and to economy to 25 percent compared with
commercial banks. They may be re- pay its bills to private contractors has last year's 20 percent, but did not ad-
placed with a network of regional trea- deepened the anger of the Russian popu- just the 1996 figures upward. Without
sury branches working directly with lace. Wage and salary arrears at the end this "data massage," the reported GDP
Russia's central bank.) of March 1997 amounted to more than would have fallen by 6 percent in Janu-
* Boris Nemtsov, the liberal reformist 50 trillion rubles ($8.8 billion) in back ary. The new methodology would have
governor of Nizhni Novgorod, who has wages, of which the state owes 10 tril- produced 5 percent growth for Febru-
come in as another first deputy prime min- lion or around 6 percent of the officially ary. That was too much even for the sta-
ister. Nemtsov's job will include restruc- recorded annual wage and salary bill. tistical office, so they adjusted the figure
turing state monopolies, such as the Budget revenue was only 55 percent, and downward.
electricity, railroad, and gas sectors. An- spending 50 percent, of planned levels
other of his main goals will be the cre- in January-February 1997. Other new figures should be evaluated
ation of a social safety net that will allow in the light of these manipulations. In
companies to restructure and form new By the end of 1996 interfirm debts topped January-February the coal and electri-
relationships with regional governments. 490 trillion rubles, or 25 percent of GDP cal energy output declined by 4 percent
* Yakov Urinson, who has taken over (against 15 percent in 1995), and fed- each. The population's real disposable
as economy minister fromYevgeniiYasin eral tax arrears another 61 trillion. Bar- income increased by 5 percent, and the
(he was Yasin's first deputy) and has terhasbecomecommon,accountingfor average monthly wage went up to
also become a deputy prime minister. perhaps 80 percent of payments to en- 885,000 rubles ($155). The number of
The economy ministry has absorbed the ergy producers. Most firms have learned people living below the minimum sub-
industry and defense industry minis- not to ship goods unless their clients pay sistence level (404,000 rubles at the end
tries. The construction ministry has been cash up front. The IMF has refused to of February) fell from 31.9 million in
abolished. Yasin, in turn, has become release the February 1997 tranche of its January to 31.5 million in February.
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Social Tensions are still major barriers. Only a hand- July, although the revenue loss was
ful of new manufacturing projects compensated by an increase in oil

A new industrial and financial elite started in 1 996, such as a $140 mil- excise duties (paid by domestic con-
has grown and gained importance lion Snickers chocolate bar plant. An sumers). Import tariffs were rear-
(see the following article). Heads of auto assembly plant was inaugurated ranged in May, although the tariff
leading Soviet-era monopolies, as by GM in Tatarstan, and South Ko- average stayed at 14 to 15 percent.
well as representatives of an ag- rean automaker KIA Motors, plans an-
gressive banking and financial com- other in Kaliningrad. Still, the energy ... And a Stable Ruble and a Good
munity, have accumulated enormous sector urgently needs an injection of Standing
power and wealth, taking advantage foreign capital and technology: oil
of political connections, weak rules, production has fallen by 40 percent In 1996 the ruble held its value
and lack of legislation. Many Rus- since 1987 and contracted another against the dollar in real terms, end-
sians say the concentration of 2 percent in 1996. However, the ing the year at 5,550 rubles to the dol-
wealth and influence in the hands Duma refused to sign off on the list lar. The 20 percent nominal
of a few, well-connected industrial- of approved oil and gas sites and depreciation was roughly equal to
ists and bankers has discredited re- without this the 1995 Law on Pro- the domestic inflation rate. The cen-
form. Nemtsov and Chubais have duction Sharing cannot go into ef- tral bank kept the ruble within the
been charged with reviving reforms fect. The government has made no "corridor" introduced in July 1995,
and making sure that wealth starts progress with the privatization of the and in July 1996 switched to an in-
circulating among ordinary Russian telecom company Svyazinvest, which clined corridor (akin to a crawling
citizens. (Boris Nemtsov declared was canceled at the last minute in peg), with parameters announced six
shortly after his appointment that December 1995. months in advance. In May 1996
Russia must now choose between Russia announced its intention to
"bandit-capitalism and capitalism On the Brighter Side: Export conform toArticle 8 of the IMF Char-
with a human face." He declared him- Booms ... ter, meaning current account con-
self in support of the latter.) vertibility for the ruble. Official

Reasons for optimism can be found in reserves declined slightly to around
Insiders' Privatization Russia's rise in exports and increasing $16 billion by November, while capi-

fiscal stability. Exports in 1996 rose tal outflow amounted to about $12
On paper Russia has 15,000 joint stock 8.3 percent to $86.5 billion and im- billion over the year. Russian indi-
companieswith40millionshareholders, ports were little changed at $46.6 viduals and firms now hold a total
the world's largest on both counts. But billion, giving Russia a trade surplus of $40 billion to $50 billion abroad.
insider owners continue to dominate, of $40 billion. From this should be In addition to the $10.1 billion IMF
and the expected shakeout of subtracted the estimated $8 billion loan, the World Bank approved eight
loss-making plants has failed to materi- of goods brought in by individual loans in 1996, totaling $1.8 billion,
alize.Sevenleadingfirmsthatpaidless "shuttle" traders. Oil and gas ac- for enterprise restructuring and so-
than 20 percent of their taxes were counted for 45 percent of the ex- cial infrastructure. Late last year
warned and issued bankruptcy papers ports. Russia's arms exporters Russian state bonds were ranked as
late last year. The Togliatti auto giant probably earned $3 billion, with investment-grade by international
AvtoVAZ was forced to agree to sell 51 fighter sales to China and India. Im- rating agencies. Gazprom shares are
percent of its shares because of tax ports were mainly machinery, meat, quoted on the London Stock Exchange,
debts. But the Tatarstan truck giant sugar, and alcohol. Last year saw a and Vimpel-Communications, a mobile
KamAZ, which was initially on the bank- modest revival of trade with the Com- phone company, became the first Rus-
ruptcy list, suddenly was taken off. monwealth of Independent States sian company listed on the New York

(CIS). CIS countries took 20 percent Stock Exchange.
FDI Down of exports and provided 30 percent

of imports-a rise of 12.5 percent Based on reports of Reuters News
Foreign direct investment in 1996 and 8.3 percent, respectively. As Agency, Open Media Research Insti-
reached an estimated $800 million, down part of the IMF agreement, export tute, and OxfordAnalytica. Contributions
from $1.5 billion in 1995. Corruption, duties were lifted from all goods from Johnson's Russia List are highly
taxation,redtape,andlegaluncertainty except oil in April, and from oil in appreciated.
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Russia's New Robber Barons Act Up
The Russian polling service Vox Populi seven" group of bankers and business- * Mikhail Khodorkovsky, 33, is presi-
published in early 1997 the latest list men (including him) controls 50 percent dent of Rosprom, (earlier called president
of Russia's fifty most influential busi- of the Russian economy. Nervous about of Bank Menatep, Russia's sixth largest
nessmen. Number 1 on the list is Rem the social consequences of closing bank. The former chemist and Commu-
Vyakhirev, chief of Gazprom, the natu- down insolvent behemoths, the govern- nistYouth League activist recently bought
ral gas monopoly. Numbers 2, 3, and 4 ment strikes deals with tax debtors for 78 percent of Yukos, the no. 2 oil giant,
are top bankers who control huge and long-term payment or investment cred- whose annual revenues are around $3
rapidly expanding retail, media, and in- its-schemesthatdon'tnecessarilyen- billion, for a mere $168 million and be-
dustrial empires: Alexander Smolensky force financial discipline. came chairman. Khodarkovsky owns
of Stolichny Savings Bank, Vladimir Literatumaya Gazeta newspaper, and 10
Gusinsky of Most Group, and Mikhail Some of the most influential Russian percent of Independent Media and is
Khodorkovsky of Rosprom, an invest- entrepreneurs, in alphabetical order: publisher of Russian Cosmopolitan and
ment group spun off last year from various other papers.
Menatep Bank. Also among the top ten * Boris Berezovsky, 50, owns the na- * Vladimir Potanin, 36, is a former for-
are VagitAlekperov, head of the oil con- tional Lada car dealership network as eign trade ministry bureaucrat who
glomerate Lukoil; Anatoly Dyakov, head well as the All-Russia Automobile Alli- founded the country's biggest private
of a major utility, United Energy Sys- ance. (The company raised $50 mil- bank, Uneximbank, and the eighth larg-
tems; and the heads of four top lion in a public offering in 1993 on the est, International Finance Corp. He also
banks-including Sberbank, the state so-far-unfulfilled promise to build a owns Russia's biggest ferrous metals pro-
savings bank. Russian people's car.) Berezovsky and ducer, Norilsk Nickel, and its no. 4 oil

allies bought the no. 9 oil concern company, Sidanco. (Potanin bought the
Behind these men are "money, rela- Sibneft for a mere $100 million. voting stock of Norilsk Nickel, which pro-
tives, friendship with top government Berezovsky owns 16 percent of Rus- duces 20 percent of the world's nickel
officials, mass media and many other sian Public Television, the largest na- supply and more than 40 percent of its
things," according to a commentary in tional network; 20 percent of Moscow's platinum-group metals, for a mere $170
the weekly newspaper Interfax- TV-6; and 50 percent of the weekly million. He paid just $130 million for 51
Argumentyi Fakty. The majority of these magazine Ogonyok. percent of the oil giant Sidanco.) In all,
businessmen will most likely exercise . Vladimir Goussinsky, 44, founder seven of Russia's twenty largest compa-
considerable influence on the state's of Most Bank and Russia's leading nies are considered members of the
economic policy in 1997. press czar. A former engineer and the- Potanin clan, tied by equity or credit re-

ater director, he controls the country's lationships. (These twenty companies ac-
Just how much of the political and eco- first independent TV station NTV, the count for 56 percent of Russia's industrial
nomic process do these men control? daily newspaper Sevodnya, the productionandamuchhigherproportion
Financier Boris Berezovsky reported NTV-Plus pay entertainment network, of its annual exports, according to the
late last year that a "magnificent and other media holdings. Moscow economics joumal Expert.)

VJE V N40% oULE 1 PAT ALL OA 73AT1JST AN £LY £VENIVALLY BCCY|
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* Alexander Smolensky, 42, is presi- K
dent of Stolichny Savings Bank (Russia's Kremlin Capitalism
eighth largest), which recently swallowed
up the state-owned agricultural lender Russian privatization was rapid, exten- estimates include only the costs of capital
Agroprombank (fifth largest). Smolensky sive, and unprecedented in world history. investment. They do not include the costs
is a former construction manager. Almost 90 percent of industrial output and of subsidizing wages to maintain full em-
* V. Vinogradov owns Inkombank 80 percent of industrial enterprises ployment or supporting the many social
(Russia's fourth largest), which has a passed mainly into private hands. State services provided to employees. With for-
huge branch network and interests in ownership in 60 percent of the firms cov- eign investment in Russia amounting to
metals as well as a stake in the oil pipe- ered by the 1996 Russian National Sur- no more than $1 billion to $2 billion a year
line monopoly Transneft. vey was zero. since the beginning of reform (in 1995 half
* Rem Vyakhirev, chairman of Gazprom, of Russia's foreign investment went to the
owns 30 percent of NTV and 3 percent Privatization was a seed that fell on hard, energy sector, which accounts for less than
of Russian Public Television. dry ground. After four years of reform, the 6 percent of all employment), the capital

nation was still struggling to jump-start that privatized corporations need repre-
These "latter-day robber barons" are national and regional stock markets and sents a capital investment crisis of as-
forming new power centers-built bank loan to enterprises. Any future "re- tounding proportions.
mostly around commercial banks and form" government will confront a budget
natural resource companies-that con- crisis of daunting proportions. It will not Russia's only choice is to develop capital
trol huge swaths of the Russian be able to fund social programs for the markets-stock markets and bond mar-
economy. They dominate the country's needy and at the same time bestow its kets that efficiently put capital in the hands
trade in arms and precious metals, as largess on corporations and cronies. The of corporations and banks that believe
well as its production of copper, nickel, government must start to extend aid to they can make money by lending itto com-
and a quarter of its oil. They control weak citizens directly through health, wel- panies. Banks must be regulated so that
the no. 1 and no. 3 television networks, fare, unemployment, and training programs citizens can view them as safe havens for
the Visa bankcard network, a big chunk and let firms stand or fall on their own. their funds. Mutual funds need to be de-
of the pulp and paper industry, and an veloped to attract Russian and foreign
increasing portion of the food process- Our evaluation of the Russian National capital and direct it to productive invest-
ing industry and the short-term bond Survey of corporations in 1995 and 1996 ment. Capital markets must be developed
market. leads to a shocking conclusion: No more in all of the country's eighty-nine regions

than a quarter of Russian companies are and they must be relatively free of crime
That is only one side of the story. clear winners (financially sound firms with and corruption. This is a tall order.
Russia's new fat cats are also provid- well-established domestic or export mar-
ing essential financial services-includ- kets), although even of these firms, only Ratherthan thinking of subsidies, the Rus-
ing loans-to the burgeoning small a small number will be able to finance sian government should be stimulating
and medium-size businesses visible in modernization out of their profits. the training and education of thousands
any big Russian city. These cottage in- Three-quarters of Russian corporations of young Russians in the skills of restruc-
dustries support millions of ordinary are in need of radical and far-reaching turing, turnaround management, and
Russians who are earning a decent, restructuring. At least a quarter of those bankruptcy workouts, by sending them as
legitimate living. This middle class is firms should be bankrupt. apprentices to the regions of the major
also buying a large quantity of West- industrial powers that have faced these
ern products, including $10 billion of How much capital investment is necessary crises. It should use foreign assistance to
imported foodstuffs alone last year. to modernize all 18,000 privatized corpo- contract with the best universities in those
Optimism about this growth helped rations?Whenestimatesbythetopman- countries to offer eighteen-month MBA
make Russia's stock market the hot- agers in the Russian National Survey in programs.
test in the world last year despite the 1995 are telescoped to all privatized cor-
country's political troubles. porations, the amount is between $150 Excerpts from Kremlin Capitalism-

billion and $300 billion, depending on the Privatizing the Russian Economy, by

From news agency and press reports method of estimate. (The size of the en- Joseph R. Blasi, Maya Kroumova, and
and the Moscow-based Interfax- tire 1995 Russian government budget Douglas Kruse, Comell University Press,
ArgumentyiFakty. was approximately $50 billion.) These 1996, 190 p.
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Forum for Discussion
Russia's Economic Policy-Suggestions for an Alternative
by Stanislav Menshikov

The Russian economy is not in the pro- mostly to inadequate aggregate demand, the initial gap between the prices of im-
cess of turning around toward recovery, particularly in capital investment and per- ports and domestic goods. Supply-side
nor will it be in the foreseeable future. In sonal consumption. inflation subsided only in 1996, when
1996 GDP fell another 6 percent. Our sug- most domestic prices came close to or
gestions for alternative policies are spe- By early 1996 prices of electric power rose partly overshot the ceiling of world prices
cifically aimed at getting an economic 2.4 times faster than average wholesale and could not rise much further without
recovery under way as soon as possible industrial prices, prices of fuel 1.9 times destroying exports completely.
and not waiting for the necessary
long-term structural changes and Table 1. Russian federal budget deficit and money Neither was this latter-day in-
adjustments, assuming that: aggregates, 1992-96 flation caused by net deficits
* The inflation in Russia is now a t es, in the government budget or
caused mainly by supply-side (trillion rubles) excessive money supply. Table
factors. 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1 summarizes the relevant data
* The budget deficit is caused not Jan-Oct for 1991-96, which shows that
by overspending but by the erod- Federal deficit 1.2 16.9 65.3 48.7 63.3 there is no correlation between
ing tax base due to the prolonged Financed by: net budget deficits and in-
general depression. Sale of government creases in money supply, par-

bonds - 5.7 13.2 28.9 38.3 ticularly in 1995-96 when
Roots of Inflation Foreign credit - - 6.9 24.9 25.0 practically the whole gross defi-

Net deficit 1.2 11.2 45.2 0.6 0.5 cit was financed by the sale of
While in the first year of price Increase in money government bonds and by for-
liberalization (1992) inflation supply: eign credits. The ratios of MO
was largelyademand-pullphe- MO 1.7 11.1 18.8 46.9 19.9 and M2 to the net deficit (i.e.
nomenon rooted in preceding Ratio to net gross deficit minus sales of gov-
goods shortages and money deficit 1.4 0.9 90.4 78.2 39.8 ernment short-term paper and
overhang accumulated in the M2 6.1 26.8 61.4 120.0 58.0 IMF credits) fluctuated wildly
Soviet period, inflation very Ratio to net from year to year. The figures
quickly developed into a multi- deficit 4.9 2.4 1.4 200.0 116.0 for 1994-96, are particularly in-
factor phenomenon with thetwo .. teresting. In 1994 both ratiosfactr penomnonwiththetwoSource: Calculations based on Russian Economic Trends, Working trsig n19 ohrto
underlying main factors being . .eClultosaednusaEcnmcr.d,okn fell sharply, but they explodedsuppely-sidemai preures aind t Centre for Economic Reform, Govemment of the Russian Federation, in 1995, whe the etldef
supply-side pressures and the Report,Volume5,in 1995, when the net deficit
"catching up with world energy Uate Rert, was practically eliminated. Con-
and material prices" effect. Con- Update, December.1996 sidering that inflation in
sumer goods shortages were largely elimi- faster, ferrous metals and petrochemicals 1995-96 was down compared with 1994,
nated by 1993 due to skyrocketing prices, 1.3 times faster. While domestic output one would expect the opposite to have
falling real incomes, eliminated savings fell, booming exports of energy and raw happened.
and increased imports. The money over- materials helped push up domestic prices.
hang all but disappeared. By 1994 there The after-effect on prices of final demand Effective aggregate demand deteriorated
was no appreciable demand-pull to talk was particularly strong in an economy that sharply. Money supply in real terms (M2)
about. While falling output in 1992 and is largely devoid of free competition, fell by 51 percent between February 1992
1993 was largely explained by a sharp trapped between barriers to market entry and 1996. The Russian economy, by all
reduction in military production and the and crippled by extensive criminalization. accounts, is severely undermonetized.
resulting macroeconomic fallout, the fur- Larger imports of consumer goods also There is simply no evidence to claim that
ther contraction in 1994-96 was due helped push up domestic prices due to the Russian government or Central Bank
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Table 2. Russian federal budget and GDP, 1992-97 monthly nominal GDP. It is normal for
(trillion rubles) companies to be in arrears on wages

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 for three to four months or more, and in
(preliminary) (plan) some cases wages have not been paid

for more than six months. Some com-
Current prices panies are paying employees in prod-
Federal revenue 2.7 17.2 81.1 241.4 269.5 434.4 ucts instead of cash, and municipalities
Federal expenditure 3.9 34.1 146.4 290.1 354.5 529.8 are forced, where possible, to distrib-
Deficit 1.2 16.9 65.3 48.7 85.0 95.4 ute basic food supplies directly-via
GDP 18.1 171.5 611.0 1,659.0 2,209.0 2,730.0 food coupons and otherwise-on an
GDPdeflator, emergency basis.) This would immedi-
1992=100 100 1,037.8 4,230.2 11,965.7 17,141.0 20,746.7 ately give a boost to the economy in

Real terms, 1992 100 terms of larger aggregate demand and
Federal revenue 100 61.4 71.0 74.7 58.2 77.5 at least help stop the current reduction
Federal expenditure 100 84.2 88.7 62.2 53.0 65.5 in GDP and industrial production.
GDP 100 91.3 79.8 76.6 71.2 72.7

Source: Author's calculations. As an accompanying step, the possible in-
crease in the federal deficit should be fi-
nanced by low-interest loans from the

were issuing money in excess of the deficit.") Government expenditure has CentralBank,notbyadditionalsalesofgov-
needs for the circulation of goods and fallen substantially both in real terms and ernment securities or new loans from the
services. Quite the opposite is true. The relative to GDP. Government revenue in intemational institutions. The reason is that
shortage of money in today's Russia is a real terms fell steeply in 1996, usually the current market in govemment securi-
well known phenomenon from which the explained by the particularly weak tax ties is oversold and is effectively crowding
population, business firms, and the gov- collection due to the election year. A out investment in the real sector.
ernment suffer the most. The only excep- more relevant long term explanation is
tions are the banks and the newly rich. the eroding tax base, a phenomenon that This boost in demand would result in an

is natural in a depression of such mag- adequate expansion in supply. The
The above analysis indicates that the nitude. One cannot expect government economy is working well below capac-
restrictive fiscal and monetary policies revenues to keep up with income when ity, and a modest addition to aggregate
of the Russian government, particularly the latter is falling below 60 to 70 per- demand should not create inflationary
in 1995 and 1996, were unnecessary as cent of its normal level. (The intention pressure. On the contrary, if inflation is
a means of fighting the nonexistent to somewhat restore revenue in 1997 is mainly supply-side, as we have argued
demand-pull inflation. By restricting ag- considered unrealistic by most experts. above, then an increase in output should
gregate demand, the government helped lead to falling fixed unit costs and also
prolong depression in the real sector Thus some increase in the real amount to some decrease in variable unit costs
while failing to restrain supply-side in- of government spending is possible with- due to increased labor productivity and
flation. The analysis also suggests that out running the risk of more inflation. As the spread of energy costs over a wider
fiscal and monetary restriction are no a first step, we suggest that the govern- product range.
longer needed as the principal instrument ment should start paying its own arrears
of economic policy. In the present con- accumulated in 1995 and 1996 both to The savings rate in the higher income
ditions they are doing more harm than firms (for goods and services ordered brackets and the profits generated in the
good. and received by the government) and to banks and some "small", (unregistered and

individuals (government employees and weakly monitored) private business remain
Once we accept a predominantly pensioners)asprovidedbytheapproved high. But capital investment in the
supply-side explanation of Russian infla- budgets of those years, even though economy fell drastically in real terms and
tion, the budget deficit can be seen in a such payments would exceed govern- as a share of GDP, due to the deep de-
more realistic light. Table 2 shows that ment revenues. (Total arrears in the pression, the virtual disappearance of
the deficit is the result not of excessive economy are now conservatively esti- net profits, and the disastrously high in-
government spending but of inadequate mated to be in excess of 300 trillion terest rates. (The contribution of for-
revenues. (Therefore it is a "passive rubles, equivalent to 150 percent of eign firms and joint ventures to capital
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Table 3. Capital investment, 1989-96 The BaIk Should
(gross fixed capital formation)

1989 1990 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 Pfiortize Recovery
Capital investment by Dand Gisselquist
Real terms, 1990 = 100 104 100 51 45 34 30 25
Share of GDP (percent) 23 19 14 16 18 15 13 Mr. Menshikov addresses a serious is-
Net of depreciation sue: Why has the Russian economy de-

and depletiona clined so badly, and what can be done
Real terms, 1990 = 100 150 100 23 30 30 17 8 about it? In any situation with great gains
Share of GDP (percent) 13 9 4 6 8 5 3 and losses at stake, opinions are going

Share (percent) in capital to be strong on many sides. While I don't
investment of: agree with some of the details of his ar-

Centralized investment gument and some of his recommenda-
from federal and local tions for resolution, I think that the basic
budgets and from prefe- thesis-that fiscal austerity has gone too
rential bank credits .. 37 30 38 32 32 20 far and is also not the way to promote

Internal sources and economic growth-can be sustained.
borrowed funds of
firms .. 62 69 57 64 63 .. I found the discussion of falling invest-

Foreign capital and ment to be particularly revealing-and
joint ventures .. .. .. 2 2 3 .. alarming. This is similar to what happened

Gross profits in the United States during the Depres-
Real terms, 1990 = 100 .. 100 89 63 25 26 13 sion. Investment fell drastically, and with
Share of GDP (percent) .. 24 30 24 11 13 7 multiplier effects brought down demand
Net profits for consumer goods, employment, and
Real terms, 1990 =100 .. 100 123 75 16 25 14 GDP. Keynes General Theory described
Share of GDP, (percent) .. 11 20 14 3 6 4 insufficient aggregate demand as the

a. Calculated assuming a conservative uniform share of depreciation and depletion (10 cause of G DP decline and unemployment
percent of GDP). In fact, this share tends to rise when GDP falls. In 1990 it was to be during the Depression. The facts pre-
reported as high as 15 percent. If that share was extrapolated, net investment would be sented in table 3 tell the same story.
negative starting in 1992. (Note: During the Depression falling prices
Source: Russian Economic Trends, varousyears, and calculations based on that source. created incentives for investors to wait,

which cut investment; as Keynes de-
scribed, the eventual impact on aggre-

investmentwas relativelysmall.)Thisgap off-budget funds, while creating jobs and gate demand and employment was
became one of the principal barriers to eco- raising the real income of consumers. A several times the initial investment short-
nomic recovery. Eliminating, at least mini- rise in government investments thus fall. In 1990s Russia, the cause of falling
mizing, that gap should be one of the main would not spur serious new inflation. investment has more to do with political
aims of Russian economic policy. These investment should target disagreements, but the impact on aggre-

export-oriented industries (oil, nonfer- gate demand is similar.) If I were still
To help economic recovery, besides rous metals such as aluminum); as well teaching, I could put data from table 3
eliminating legislative and administra- as food and consumer goods industries into a test question for a college intro
tive barriers facing foreign investments, (new investments would spark a fast course; any student who did not work out
government investment should be in- production recovery and cash flow). that a 75 percent fall in real aggregate
creased as part of a well-formulated in- investment during 1990-96 would result
dustrial policy. The government should StanislavMenshikovisaRussianecono- in a 25 to 40 percent fall in GDP would
invest in enterprises, or jointly with en- mist and political analyst and author of not do well on the test.
terprises, on the basis of profit-sharing the Monthly Strategic Report on Rus-
deals that would provide fast added rev- sia and the Eurasian Commonwealth. Data in table 1 strongly support the ar-
enue to the budget or to special Email: menshikovOglobalxs.nl. gument that budget deficits have not
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been the cause of Russian inflation. That sibility for remaining privatization can then within the Russian economy long-
makes political-economic sense: the cor- also be shifted down, so that power does range planning is difficult; if long-range
rupt rich can get money more easily from not continue to mass in a small group of planning is hostage to conflict, then in-
bank loans than budgetary allocations; corrupt people in Moscow. vestment lags; and low investment
without putting expenditures on budget, largely explains low demand, falling
the ruling elite can channel money to The basic economic problem in Russia GDP, and increasing unemployment.
buddies through banks. We see money is that there is not a consensus in favor The basic change necessary to turn the
supply and credit expanding much more of recovery and growth among political- corner in Russia is to prioritize growth
than required to cover budget deficits economic factions. Many in the World rather than reform, and then to work
(see table 1, especially data for 1995 Bank are in favor of killing off a large with whomever and agree to whatever
and 1996). A similar argument is work- share of the institutions that guided the unpalatable measures we have to, so
able in many other countries where the Russian economy through 1990, and call that recovery takes place.
IMF and the World Bank have gone over- it "reform." This negative agenda is com-
board to press for fiscal austerity, but monly presented as a growth strategy, As long as Bank staff don't prioritize re-
where budget deficits do not explain with the linking argument that destruction covery, we are part of the problem. If we
monetary expansion and hence inflation. is necessary before healthy growth can do not change our position, I expect that

take place. A similar (and equally false) we will sooner (rather than later) see a
Aside from monetary expansion, supply- argument supported Hoover's do-noth- drastic falloff in influence and access to
side price increases no doubt go a long ing approach to the Depression. economic policymakers in Russia.
way to explain inflation in Russia.

However, if we are in favor of destruction, David Gisselquist, a consultant at the
What is the solution? I do not agree with that means that we are not willing to ac- World Bank, is the author of The Politi-
suggestions in the article that focus on commodate, work, and live with important cal Economics of International Bank
changes in macroeconomic policy by the economic factions; if that is the case, Lending.
central government. Yes, some relaxation
of spending limits and deficit targets is
reasonable; deficit spending is part of
the solution. Who can invest for expan-
sion when demand is weak? However,
the core of a workable solution may have
more to do with changing government-
business arrangements for long-range
planning so that private investment can
increase. How to create more trust and
stronger partnerships among economic
players (government, people, labor, busi-
nesses)? How to help small and medium-
size businesses invest? How to help
people invest in new houses and apart- S
ments? 

I think an important part of the answer is
to shift taxes and regulatory authority out
of Moscow into oblast and local govern-
ments, so that business and government
can work together and plan at that level.
This is also an answer to corruption;
putting power closer to the people, and
breaking up large power concentrations
at the center, exposes criminals to closer The right hand is unaware of what the left hand is doing..."
legal and democratic oversight. Respon- From the Hungarian daily Nepszava
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Retraining Economics Lecturers in Russia
by Lan Wu

Although economics is taught to almost (many are not lecturers) are earning mas- program financed by the European Union's
every college student in Russia, Russia ters degrees in economics in programs run TACIS. Two-thirds of the thirty lecturers
badly needs more economists, but eco- by Westemers in Russia, or at American or sampled from the three institutions in Perm
nomics education programs currently are European universities.A lesser numberare have attended some kind of retraining pro-
unable to adequately train these profes- eaming Ph.D. degrees.These programs will gram, whereas only two of a total of twenty-
sionals. The overall quality of higher-level undoubtedly produce qualified economists, nine lecturers sampled in the three other
economics instruction remains poor. The but training one Ph.D. will cost well over survey cities (Rostov-on-Don, Vologda and
key to improving the quality is to retrain $100,000andtakeatleastfiveyears. More- Cherepovets) attended retraining.
current economics faculty. over, training people in Western degree

programs can be a risky investment be- According to the survey, a lecturer in
Four years after the removal of Marxist- cause of "brain drain" and retention prob- Perm teaches on average 2.22 and 2.26
Leninist theory as the principal component lems. Given that Russian university salaries hours per week in introductory micro- and
of economics curricula, the quality of are at the bottom of the income ladder, few macroeconomics, respectively, versus
teaching of higher-level economics in Rus- people with a Westem degree and good 1.09 and 2.09 hours per week for a lec-
sia is still not up to the requirements. Most knowledge of English will choose to teach- turer in the other cities.
lecturers had no formal training in market if they return home at all.
economics and have had little opportunity The study materials of the old political
for systematic retraining in programs sup- Under such circumstances retraining the economy are dogmatic, inherently un-
ported by the West. Only a few lecturers current economics faculty is a far more suited to open discussion and debate,
are competent in teaching market econom- viable option for quickly improving the and do not lend themselves easily to nu-
ics, even at the introductory level. Most skills of economics lecturers. Retraining: merical application in the real economy.
lecturers are in the midst of a professional * Should be intensive (at a minimum it Partly for these reasons mechanical meth-
transition, retooling by reading translated should be at the level of a three-credit ods of teaching were common. Survey
Western textbooks-some can be found course at an American university). results show that in the surveyed cities
reading the appropriate chapters before * Should be held on site where the trainees other than Perm 96 percent of the lectur-
the class bell rings. are, not concentrated in central cities. Most ers rely on the traditional oral exam as

current economics lecturers under the age the only way of testing for finals, while in
During our survey-conducted in the last of 50 are women, and for cultural and eco- Perm 30 percent of the lecturers also use
quarter of 1996 in four Russian cities, nomicreasonswomeninRussiatodaybear other means to supplement the oral
Perm, Rostov-on-Don, Vologda, and most of the family responsibilities. It is thus exam.
Cherepovets, as part of the project Teach- very difficult for them to be away from home
ing Economics in Russia" by the Global for an extended period. This was a major To conclude, the only viable and practi-
Development and Environment Institute at reason given by survey respondents for not cal way to improve, on a large scale,
Tufts University-we often heard com- being willing to attend a retraining program. the teaching of higher-level economics
ments like "microeconomics is only about * Should be able to generate a critical in Russia over the next decade, is to
practical matters and not qualified as gen- mass for change. A locally held program retrain the current economics faculty. The
eral theory by our Russian tradition" and will make possible the training of a large retraining conducted so far, although in-
"macroeconomics is just about a set of number of lecturers in a given institution. frequent and insufficient, has made a
abstract and mystic hypotheses." The lack These lecturers can then form a critical difference. We have found strong sup-
of understanding of market economics has mass for initiating and sustaining changes port for the hypothesis that the most
negative consequences: undergraduate in their respective institutions. This is par- effective retraining should be intensive,
courses in economics are relatively few, ticularly important because the content locally held, and able to generate a criti-
and their quality is poor. of every course must be approved by the cal mass for change.

The shortage of qualified lecturers to train Pa' Lan Wu is codirector of the Eurasia Eco-
roughly 3 million students within a rela- who may be resistant to change. nomics Education Nonprofit Institute. Dr.
tively short period is a daunting task by Has retraining mattered so far? Perm was Neva R. Goodwin contributed to this ar-
any measure. A few hundred Russians chosen as a target city for a retraining ticle. Email: EEENI@aol.com.
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The World Bank Should Facilitate, Not Provide
Proposals of an 'Outsider" Research Team

What will the World Bank's role be in the * The IDA is financed from group net in- new century, while maintaining the de-
twenty-first century? The Bank was origi- come and by direct grants from member velopment assistance capability of the
nally conceived as a public sector devel- governments.The IBRD and IDAhave his- whole World Bank group with regard to
opment agency lending to developing torically been the largest components in the entire range of developing countries,
country governments or against govern- the World Bank group, but the shift to- including the least developed countries.
ment guarantees. Its brief was to augment ward lending to the private sector requires
deficient capital flows to developing coun- a major shift of resources toward the IFC The World Bank should become a facili-
tries in a culture where governments were and MIGA and away from the IBRD. The tator instead of a provider, seeing itself
seen as the main agencies for growth. It poorestcountrieswillcontinuetorelyon IDA as augmenting rather than substituting
must now adapt to a world in which: funding. This should remain the priority for for private sector investment. The Bank
* Private capital flows to developing coun- investment of World Bank group profits. should concentrate its lending in two ar-
tries are at an all-time high. * The IFC borrows in its own name with- eas: the least developed countries, many
* The private sector is the dominant en- out member government guarantees, and of which are in Africa; and reconstruction
gine of growth in developing countries. lends to private sector projects without activities in Eastern Europe and the former
* Environmental issues are creating new client government guarantees. The IFC Soviet Union (perhaps shortly also in
demands. should be recapitalized by an injection of Cuba) where there are major capital and
* The Bank's own resources are becom- private-sector funding, perhaps with pri- institutional infrastructure deficiencies. In
ing increasingly stretched as a conse- vate sector banks becoming minority other regions the World Bank should move
quence of cuts in its administrative shareholders. from direct provision to facilitation, either
budget. * MIGAisfinancedviathe IBRD. Refinanc- through increased use of IBRD or MIGA

ing does not present majorproblems since guarantees, or, where appropriate,
The World Bank combines banking (finan- this can be through direct transfer of re- through a shift from IBRD loans to IFC
cial intermediation) and development as- sources from the IBRD. It is urgent that loan participation in conjunction with pri-
sistance functions, with the performance governments agree to the refinancing of vate sector banks.
of eachfunctionbenefitingfromtheother. the IFC and MIGA. (The Bank should
Policyconditionalitycementsthetwofunc- lend less and guarantee more, with the [President James D. Wolfensohn has
tions, enabling the Bank to lend with consequence that borrowing countries launched a major strategic review to re-
greater security than private banks can, may be encouraged back to the private spond to these challenges. He has pro-
and allowing it to reward governments that capital market. This shift, which implies posed a Strategic Compact under which
pursue successful development strate- increased prominence for MIGA, may be member governments will grant the Bank
gies. A privatized World Bank would lack helped by an examination of Bank proce- additional resources over the next three
the authority to apply policy conditionality. dures for pricing guarantees, and for pro- years. This will allow the Bank to improve
The world would gain one more large in- visioning against potential default.) its performance and release resources for
ternational bank but lose its leading de- development assistance. The Board of Di-
velopment agency. The proposed injection of private sector rectors approved the Compact on March

finance into the IFC would amount to par- 31, 1997.]
If fostering private sector investment in tial privatization. It would simultaneously
developing countries is to become the increase the World Bank group's capac- Excerpted from C. L. Gilbert, R. Hopkins,
World Bank's main objective, it will entail a ity to lend to the private sector, while sub- A. Powell, and A. Roy, 'The World Bank:
substantial reorganization of the World jecting it to the discipline of producing an Its Functions and Its Future, "Global Eco-
Bank group. The group currently com- adequate return to equity holders. Place- nomic Institutions Working Paper No. 15,
prises four separate entities with economic ment of shareholdings with private banks 1996, and from a January23, 1997, lunch-
functions: would reinforce the principle of time presentation by C. Gilbert. To order:
- The IBRD borrows from financial mar- complementarity with the private sector. CEPR, 25-28 Old Burlington Street, Lon-
kets against member government guar- The proposal will put the IFC in a posi- don WIX ILB, United Kingdom, tel. (44-
antees and onlends against client tion to become the lead development 171) 878-2900, fax (44-171) 878 2999,
government guarantees. agency in the opening decades of the Email: gei@cepr.org.
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Letters to the Editor
So Far...Could Be Better worse. I cite the cases of Belarus, Bul- guards are enforced for minority share-

garia, and, until recently, Ukraine. In Bul- holders; that regulatory systems are in
Though we say so far so good with regard garia the lack of privatization over five place before the sale of an infrastructure
to privatization ("So Far So Good? A years has resulted in the near-total de- monopoly, and so on. Will our insistence
Privatization Update,"byJohn Nellis, Tran- struction of the industrial base. It is aw- on these measures always work? No, but
sition, November-December 1996, p. 6), we ful for assets to be stolen and for the we should continue to do it anyway, and
should recognize certain problems. nomenklatura to become the bourgeoi- uphold the correct standards even when

sie, I agree; but it is worse when the as- it is unpopular. We are not a private bank,
First, privatization has been accompanied set base is degraded to the point of being interested only in the financial return. Our
by serious corruption; it is, in fact, by far worthless. Mismanagement under incom- job is not simply to push for privatization;
the most important area of corruption in petent state ownership can mean that it is to push for privatization being done
most transition countries. Second, and re- there is little left to privatize. in a manner that is mutually beneficial to
lated, crony privatization has skewed the the buyer and the seller-and has a rea-
wealth distribution in favor of the haves Some thus conclude that it is wrong and sonable chance of adding to consumer
in a way that will last for a hundred years. indeed counterproductive to wring one's welfare as well.
Furthermore, most of the haves are hands over the legality or injustices of
former communist functionaries. Third, privatization; the important thing is to get John Nellis, Private Sector Development
and again related, it has been accompa- the property into the hands of those ca- Department, World Bank
nied by asset stripping, by shell compa- pable of pufting it to good use, those with
nies being left with liabilities they could the incentives to watch overthe longer-run All I wanted to say is let us not be a
not pay, which in turn bankrupted banks. health of the capital. Foreigners, if you Pollyanna in describing privatization. It has
And last, in the mind of the public, it has can find them, but there won't be many, been a necessary but crude medicine, in
been accompanied by the collapse of so you have to look inward-and all you practice a rough-and-tumble process. Am-
once-great companies, by increased un- will find are the former managers, the putation of your leg with a hacksaw may
employment, by a decline in the social former elites, the nomenklatura. save your life but is not fun. It leaves a
services provided by enterprises, and so nasty scar. So will privatization. We in the
on. One can argue that the last has little But claiming that one should ignore the in- World Bank should not pretend that we
to do with privatization, but that is not justices forthe sake of restructuring and effi- knowhowtoredistributenicelyalargeseg-
how it is perceived by many local people. ciency gains, ignoring the political-economy ment of a country's capital, in real time.

issues, can be dangerously naive. It is pos- Or that only morally inferior countries let
Privatization has brought a social and sible and indeed likely (as democratic pro- managers make off with so much of the
economic transformation of mammoth cesses become more the norm) that goodies. Perhaps we can do a little better
proportions. There is no way it could have electorates in transition countries, fed up than just say "hold your nose and go
been done without creating large-scale with the fraud and excesses of the divesti- ahead. " But not much better.
problems. We must not close our eyes to ture process, will vote in populists or left- Millard Long
those problems. ists who will delay and modify, if not reverse,
Millard Long, Resident Representative, reform. It really hasn't happened yet (show-
World Bank Budapest Regional Office ing the strength of the public's revulsion

toward many aspects of the old system), Are Currency Boards Helpful? Con-
The Ethics of Privatization but it could. sider Bulgaria and Bosnia

Every single thing Mr. Long says about What does this mean for us in the Bank? Professor Steve H. Hanke is thrilled be-
the pitfalls and costs of privatization in We should espouse privatization but we cause the IMF has changed its [formerly
transition countries is true. But the sad should equally espouse that it be done hostile] attitude toward the currency
reality is that in those countries that have right-that standards of transparency are board and has been forcing Bosnians and
avoided, postponed, or tried to conduct promulgated and maintained, that Bulgarianstoaccedetopressuresto use
slow privatization in order to evade these mechanisms exist for the wide distribu- this exotic measure ("New Currency
problems, the outcomes have been even tion of shares outside the elites; that safe- Boards Come to the Balkans," Transition,
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February 1997, p. 8). Unlike Professor Crisis in Bulgaria able way to bridge the gap. Will the draw-
Hanke, I am afraid that the currency ing fund of this highly indebted country
board will be seen as a panacea-but The crisis in Bulgaria was not caused by increase the confidence of foreign inves-
will fail to confront realities in the the national bank's financing of the bud- tors? I doubt it.
Balkans. get deficit. Rather, it began with the so-

called consolidation of the banking sec- Prospects for Bosnia and Herzegovina
Estonia's experiences with a currency tor, which triggered avicious circle in which
board are, at least in part, relevant interest payments have absorbed a rap- The creation ofacurrencyboard, envisaged
for B u I gari a and Bos n i a and idly growing share of budget revenues. This in the Dayton-Paris Agreement for Bosnia
Herzegovina, too. (The experiences of share equaled 17 percent of budget rev- and Herzegovina, is supposed to create
Hong Kong and Singapore, usually enues in 1992, 66 percent in 1996, and stable moneyand promotegradual economic
cited as successful cases by advocates 88 percent in the last quarter of 1996. reintegration of the country. As in Bulgaria,
of the currency board arrangement, are Meanwhile, the shares of public revenues however, setting up a currency board in
less relevant.) Estonia has had a cur- in GDP (ranging from 38.8 percent in 1992 Bosnia and Herzegovina can hardly solve
rency board with a fixed exchange rate to 30 percent in 1996) and of noninterest the most acute problems. If it is not clear
(8 Estonian kroon = 1 deutsche mark) expenditures (ranging from 38.8 percent who is collecting taxes and who is paying
since June 1992; inflation nonetheless in 1993 to 21.2 percent in 1996) have teachers, it makes no sense to argue
runs at 25 to 30 percent annually, and been much lower than in other transition whetherthe fiscal policy should be more re-
the trade deficit has been increasing, economies. The primary budget surplus strictive or not, or whether the govemment
from $100 million in 1993 to $700 mil- reached an astonishing 9 percent of GDP should run a budget deficit or not. Fiscal
lion in 1995 to $900 million in 1996- in both 1995 and 1996. revenues remain very low because of the
and is expected to reach $1,200 million destroyed tax base and weak tax collection.
in 1997. The current account deficit It is a matter of theoretical debate whether Warvictims, pensioners, and the unemployed
was $185 million in 1995, increased Bulgaria should target a balanced budget require enormous social transfers. The
to $250 million in 1996, and is ex- or a noninflationary financing of the bud- government(s) of Bosnia and Herzegovina
pected to reach $400 million in 1997. get deficit. Fiscal revenues are, and will cannotaffordto run budgetdeficits because
The inflow of direct or portfolio invest- remain, insufficient as long as economic there is no one to finance them.
ments, however, is sufficient to con- activity is squeezed, particularly in the
ceal the problem. Thus inflation and a former state sector, where a predominant As to the functioning of a currency board,
current account deficit can coexist with part of tax revenues was generated and another question emerges: What are the
a currency board. collected. An increase in tax rates would prospects of generating surplus in the cur-

simply further compress the tax base and rent account? The economy is performing
(Slovenia, with a normal central bank lessen, ratherthan increase, tax revenues. at only 10 percent of its 1991 level and
and a flexible exchange rate system, The social distress, meanwhile, requires cannot count on surpluses in trade or ser-
reduced an annual inflation rate of enormous social transfers-a large part vices. Individuals receive remittances from
1,000 percent-as measured in Octo- of the population is starving. The pros and abroad, but most of this foreign currency is
ber 1991, when the new Slovene cur- cons for more or less restrictive fiscal poli- held, not traded in for domestic currency.
rency was introduced-to single-digit cies are irrelevant because there are no The deutsche mark, which serves as an
levels by 1995 and 1996. The country sources to finance the deficit. accounting unit, is also used for transac-
has no current account deficit, and the tions, especially in the informal sector, and
foreign exchange reserves, which The IMF, which has acknowledged that with this altemative available, only a small
started from scratch as the new mon- Bulgaria faces a fiscal deficit this year, is portion of remittances is likely to be con-
etary system was established in 1991, ready to provide financing before the cre- verted into the newdomesticcurrency.Also
are now twice as much as the Ml ationofacurrencyboardthrougha"draw- slowing currency conversion will be the
money supply.) Bos n i a and ing fund." It seems that no new sources of likely parallel circulation of Yugoslav dinars
Herzegovina and Bulgaria are among revenue will be available to bridge the fis- in Republika Srpska and of Croat kunas in
those former socialist countries that cal gap. Consolidating the cash balances the parts of the Federation that will remain
would have suffered severely from tran- of other extrabudgetary funds and cash- controlled by Croats. Administrative mea-
sition, even without the devastation of ing in additional privatization revenues can sures-to increase the current account-
war (Bosnia) and prolonged financial bring in only marginal revenues. Thus ex- say, by placing restrictions on the inflow or
crisis (Bulgaria). ternal borrowing appears the only avail- holding of foreign currency-would fuel
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resentment in the population. Finally, large N r K s E
foreign private capital flows into such a Nouth Korea's Economy Under
high-risk economy cannot be expected
Thus, official financial assistance might be' Multiple Severe Stresses
the only way to achieve a surplus on cur- by Nicholas Eberstadt
rent account, the only source of the re-
serve currency that is a prerequisite for a By the mid-1980s the North Korean system's ability to cope with the growing
functioning currency board. economy had reached the limits of clas- economic pressures, through historical

sical socialist extensive growth, and had analogies. "Socialism with North Korean
Profile for a Currency Board? probably entered into stagnation or even characteristics" may only be found in the

decline. With the end of Soviet aid and northern half of the North Korean Penin-
What will the currency boards in these subsidized trade at the start of 1991, an sula, but some of the economic predica-
countries look like? What will be the ini- already faltering economy suffered a ments emerging in North Korea today
tial currency reserves required? Who will heavy blow. Although North Korea has so have been seen and studied elsewhere
provide the reserves and under what con- far succeeded in managing the stresses in the past.
ditions? The starting reserve can be quite that have accompanied its economic cri-
modest. For example, in Bulgaria, on the ses, a variety of indications suggest that In 1944 the war effort absorbed more
basis of the current exchange rate of the system is approaching a breaking than 40 percent of the United States'and
2,000 lev = 1 U.S. dollar, less than $100 point as economic conditions continuously Japan's national output; in Germany and
million would suffice for establishing a worsen. the United Kingdom it absorbed over 50
currency board. However, at such an ex- percent; and in the Soviet Union it may
change rate last year's GDP is calculated In May 1994-months before the death have absorbed an astonishing 60 percent
as a mere $1 billion, consistent with a of Kim II Song-Chinese food sources or more. In North Korea, by contrast, de-
$10 monthly average wage. (On the ba- were drying up, producing a food crisis fense expenditures in the early 1990s ac-
sis of the 1996 average exchange rate, unprecedented in North Korea's history. counted for only about 20 to 25 percent
the 1996 GDP rises to $3.6 billion, and A year later Pyongyang officially launched of GNP, according to U.S. government
the required reserve currency to $300 a diplomatic appeal for emergency food estimates. But whereas for the major
million; on the basis of the leva's aver- aid. In the summer of 1995, following the World War II adversaries the period of
age exchange rate in 1991-94, more emergency appeal, North Korea suffered maximal exertion lasted about three
than $700 million is needed.) unusually heavy flood damage. In the fol- years, North Korea's economy has been

lowing months reports and rumors about on something approaching a full-out war
Currency boards cannot solve the prob- dire hardships in North Korea proliferated footing for more than a generation, cer-
lems in these two countries. The prob- in the international media. Stories spoke tainly since 1970 and arguably since the
lems can only be solved by foreign of people swarming into Pyongyang in mid-1 960s.
assistance focused on building produc- search of food; of North Korean families
tion, creating employment, preserving foraging for sustenance across the Chi- As Pyongyang's leadership has repeat-
subsistence agricultural production, con- nese border; of outbreaks of cholera (a edly emphasized, the unexpected loss of
trolling public expenditures, protecting deadly disease for the severely malnour- Soviet aid and trade in 1990 and 1991
domestic production, and imposing long- ished) that carried off hundreds; and even constituted a serious setback to the na-
lasting administrative price controls on of starvation in the industrial center of tional economy. If so, itwasasetbackfrom
many nontradable goods. These might Hamhung. which North Korean trade performance
all be considered as steps in the wrong has yet to recover: trade (calculated in
direction, away from a market economy There can be little doubt that North Ko- current dollars and at official exchange
and world economic trends. They are, rea is under severe and rising economic rates) is believed to have declined almost
however, also steps away from an stress. If the rudimentary food balance continuously between 1990 and 1994,
economy where a dinner for one foreign sheets constructed by outside observers and may have fallen still further since
expert costs the equivalent of a worker's are correct, North Korea is currently ex- then. North Korea's imports per capita
monthly wage. periencing an annual deficit of roughly average perhaps $50 a year. North Ko-

Joze Mencinger, Professor of Econom- two million tons of cereal. In the absence rea has a limited endowment of natural
ics, Economic Institute of Slovenia and of detailed information, outsiders can at- resources (energy products being per-
University of Ljubljana tempt to assess the North Korean haps the most critical constraint). With-
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out securing access to such resources had become a predominantly nonagricul- and the official announcement of mas-
through imports, North Korea's socialist tural and urbanized economy by the late sive damage from flooding.
economy, as currently structured, can be 1980s. This means that household-level
expected to undergo further decline. To food self-sufficiency is simply not an op- To sum up, the economic pressures
date, no turnaround in North Korean trade tion for most North Koreans. and problems confronting North
performance is evident. * Virtually all previous food crises occurred Korea's socialist system today appear

within a decade of the establishment of to have no precise analogy in recent
North Korea is certainly not the first cen- the communist regime.Those crises may historical experience. Although the
trally planned economy to confront do- be seen as part of the process of system country enforces an exceptional de-
mestic food shortages. Mongolia in the consolidation. But in North Korea the cur- gree of social control over its people,
early 1930s and North Vietnam in 1955 rent food crisis has emerged in a fully and reinforces this control by a to-date
and 1956 each experienced serious food mature Marxist-Leninist polity, in which a singularly successful policy of obstruct-
shortages. Outright famine erupted in the vanguard party has held power for nearly ing communication and contact with
Soviet Union on several occasions, per- half a century. the outside world, it is well to remem-
haps the most devastating being in 1933; * In the earlier food crises the policy in- ber that economies under severe stress
and famine held China in its grip between terventions at fault were both newly in- can in fact collapse. One incontestable
1959 and 1961. Virtually all these food troduced and self-evident, thus lending indicator of a potential collapse is a
crises were policy-induced-or at the very themselves to relief through policy rever- hunger crisis precipitated by a breakdown
least, policy-intensified. sal. There is little information about North of the national food system.

Korea's contemporary agrarian policies
The 1933 Soviet famine in Ukraine (caus- and their implementation. North Korean Nicholas Eberstadt is a researcher at the
ing "excess mortality" of about 7 million) media extolled the virtues of a "transi- American Enterprise Institute, Washing-
was largely brought on by sharp increases tion to all-people's ownership in agricul- ton, D.C., and Harvard University. This
in stipulated procurement quotas in 1932; ture" in 1994 and early 1995. Later in 1995, article is based on a longer forthcoming
the great Chinese famine followed the however, the media fell silent, after the study, "Communist Economies and Eco-
communization of farms, as well as a dras- official appeal for international food aid nomic Transition."
tic increase in procurement, in 1958 and
1959 ("excess mortality" of about 30 mil- Wise Planning
lion); the Cambodian famine ("excess mor-
tality" of about 1 million) was triggered || | * | |
by an indigenous and perhaps even more jJii4J. ! 1i

radical application of the same Great __ _ _
Leap Forward techniques that had been - - 1 W 3
used in China. Because severe food 1 I ~-r
shortages under communist govern- I - i - -4 L:
ments were typically policy-induced, the - - )
states in question were commonly able y -

to solve their food crises simply by re-
laxing or moderating harsh and destruc- a g | f

tive innovations. sC. 

What does the historical experience of $ " ' .
severe food shortages under communist -ijJW
regimes suggest about the current North
Korean situation? -.
*AIl previous severe food shortages took
place in countries that were overwhelm- -

ingly rural and agrarian (Cambodia,
China, Mongolia, North Vietnam, and "Our kid finally appreciates the extra Russian language classes, now that
Ukraine were all at least 80 percent rural he has an excellent job with the mafia."
at the time). North Korea, by contrast, From the Hungarian daily Nepszabadsag
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North Korea Is Starving for Reform
North Korea, detailing its food shortage for the first time, the country and to himself. His flight is bound to render
has announced that it is short 2.3 million tons of grains other would-be "reformers" vulnerable.
needed to feed its people this year. The country harvested
only 2.5 million tons in 1996 because of devastating On February 21 Hong Song-nam, 73, one of several
floods. North Korea appealed to world governments for deputy premiers, was appointed acting prime minister.
food. The Rome-based U.N. World Food Program esti- He is a Czech-trained engineer who has held mainly eco-
mates that North Korea has only enough food to last un- nomic posts, and was chief planner in 1986-88. It is not
til late spring or early summer. clear whether he favors economic reform. His predeces-

sor, Kang Song-san, had been out of action owing to ill
Easing the forty-seven-year U.S. trade embargo on North health for over a year. At 65, Kang was younger than
Korea, the Clinton administration allowed nongovernmen- most Korean leaders. He was regarded as proreform;
tal organizations to provide humanitarian food aid to the during his earlier premiership, from 1984 to 1986, Kang
country. U.N. officials said that the North Korean govern- oversaw the first joint venture law and a partial repay-
ment a few months ago reduced the amount of food pro- ment of Western bank debts. Thereafter, as governor of
vided by the state-run ration system from about 14 ounces North Hamgyong Province, he laid the groundwork for
daily per person to 3 1/2 ounces. (Refugees in U.N.-sup- the country's only free economic zone, Rajin-Sonbong,
ported camps in Africa and elsewhere receive 22 ounces promulgated in 1991. Expectations of further reform were
of rations a day.) thus high when Kang was reappointed premier in late

1992. These were not fulfilled.
Karen Elliott House, president of Dow Jones Interna-
tional, in the Wall Street Journal calls on the U.S. ad- The funeral committee for the late defense minister, Choe
ministration "to stop extending the death throes [of Gwang, who died of a heart attack on February 21,
the dying North Korean regime] with pills of promised strongly suggests that soldiers are displacing civilian
aid and placebos of diplomatic dialogue." She points technocrats at the center of power. (In the absence of
out that North Korea's economy has been shrinking due process in North Korea, funeral committees offer
for seven years, its people are now limited to one valuable pointers on the rise and fall of individuals and
bowl of rice a day, and the regime is warning of im- groups.) Real power now lies with a trio of marshals who
pending starvation. U.S. intelligence sources claim have shot up in the ranks: the head of the secret ser-
that North Korea's fuel shortages have required its vice, the head of the air force and political director of
air force to curtail exercises, stalled the army's tanks,, the Korean People's Army (KPA), and the chief of the
and left industry operating at 20 percent of capacity. general staff. Several leading technocrats with reformist
An Oregon state senator who recently visited leanings were not on the funeral list, and have therefore
Pyongyang reported blackouts in the government guest presumably lost their party rank. In general, North Korea's
house, a sign that things are so tough even pretenses military leaders can be assumed to be even more
can't be maintained. narrow-minded than the Pyongyang norm (few have ever

traveled abroad), and are likely suspicious of reform,
Thus far, Pyongyang has steadfastly refused to em- since peace would threaten the huge military budget.
brace reform, despite negative economic growth every
year since 1990 and a largely nonfunctioning formal This is why many pundits react cautiously to sugges-
economy. The latest upheavals in the top leadership- tions that 1997 could be the year that Pyongyang finally
the rise of military generals at the expense of techno- allows some degree of marketization and opening of its
crats who have made some efforts at reform-bode ill economy. Rumors that de facto family farming will be
for the prospects of change. Leading ideologist Hwang tolerated owing to the agricultural crisis do little to sup-
Jang-yop, who defected in Beijing on February 12, port such predictions.
largely shaped Pyongyang's official philosophy of juche
(self-reliance), but even he appears to have concluded Based on news agency reports and reports of the inter-
that the ascendant military hawks are harmful, both to national research group, Oxford Analytica, U.K.
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Milestones of Transition
Regional Central and Eastern Europe finance minister, Arben Malaj, told an EU

fact-finding mission in mid-March. The
Foreign direct investment in the former The European Investment Bank (EIB), the country faces a food crisis because loot-
communist world topped $46 billion in European Union's (EU) main financing ershavestolengovemmentfoodreserves.
mid-1 996, up 60 percent from a year ear- arm, posted record results in 1996 with The EU should act in Albania by sending
lier, with countries that are reforming total lending of $27.26 billion, EIB Presi- an elite brigade of accountants and
faster getting the lion's share. Hungary dent Brian Unwin announced. Lending to economists, according to a recent Times
ranked number one in foreign direct in- Central and Eastern Europe reached an of London editorial.
vestment in transition economies with a all-time high.
cumulative $13.9 billion, followed by Po- Bulgaria
land with $9.1 billion, a report by the The EU invited Central and East Euro-
U.N. Economic Commission for Europe pean leaders to a special summit in June Caretaker Prime MinisterStefan Sofiyansky
(ECE) said. Hungary now accounts for to discuss the EU's preparations to admit on March 17 presented on national televi-
30 percent of total foreign direct invest- new members from among the former sion the main features of the stabiliza-
ment in the ex-communist world, fol- communist countries.The meeting, sched- tion program, admitting it could cost as
lowed by Poland with a 17 percent share. uled for June 27 in Amsterdam, will fol- many as 58,000 people their jobs. (Un-
Russia is third with a 13 percent share, low EU approval of a package of reforms employment reached 13.4 percent in
pushing the Czech Republic into fourth designed to prepare for an eastward ex- January, the highest level since July
place with 12 percent. Overall, Hungary, pansion over the coming years. The 1994.) All prices would be fully liberal-
the Czech Republic, Poland, the Slovak Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland are ized except for temporary continuation of
Republic, and Slovenia receive nearly 70 seen as the leading contenders for early subsidies for bread, milk, white cheese,
percent of the total. EU membership, with Bulgaria, Estonia, and chicken. Earlier the government an-

Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, and Slovenia nounced a 257 percent increase in the
Although tiny by Western standards, the also hoping to join. prices for heating, electricity, and coal.
per capita foreign direct investment in Services offered by the Bulgarian Tele-
transition economies more than doubled The European Commission is completely communications Company are to be
to $135 at the start of 1996 from $60 at revamping its multibillion dollar Phare pro- raised eightfold.
the start of 1994, the ECE said. This is gram aimed at getting the ten former com-
way below the $1,800 or so in per capita munist countries ready for EU Wages would be increased by 70 percent
foreign direct investment in the United membership. Commission officials said starting April 1, and a new social secu-
States but is more than Brazil's $130 and the program to date has been driven by rity system would be created by the end
China's some $110. At the bottom of the requests from the countries, resulting in of June. The average monthly wage is to
heap, per capita foreign investment in a plethora of small projects, many run by reach $72 in April and $112 in Decem-
1996 was just $17 in Ukraine and $20 in outside consultants and not all run effi- ber, the average pension $22.5 in April
Moldova. ciently. Under the new system the frag- and $34 in December. The government

mented aid programs will be merged into will try to find ways to compensate the
In the former Soviet Union, Russia led a superfund, and decisionmaking on de- country's poorest citizens. Some 20 mil-
in foreign direct investment with $6.6 bil- velopment spending will be shifted from lion ECU provided by the EU will be distrib-
lion, according to the report. In contrast, the region to Brussels. The EU will draw uted among 150,000 families. Eighty-nine
Moldova and Belarus received just $104 up national programs with the countries percent of Bulgarians say that they are
million and $350 million, respectively. being offered membership, and the money poorer than they were last year. The num-
Western Europe accounted for the bulk will be targeted directly at preparing the ber of those who are living off their sav-
of foreign direct investment in the former countries to join the EU. ings has doubled since 1995. Almost every
Soviet Union, with a share of 80 per- fourth Bulgarian has run up debts reported
cent in Belarus, 70 percent in Russia, Albania the National Statistics Institute (NSI).
and up to 60 percent in Estonia, Latvia,
and Ukraine, but reaching only 17 per- Albanianeedsatleast$300milliontopre- Harvard Institute for International De-
cent in oil-rich Kazakstan. vent economic collapse, Albania's new velopment Director and Bulgarian presi-
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dential adviser Jeffrey Sachs said the Finance Minister Ivan Kocsmik has an- About 25 to 30 percent of the nation lives
Bulgarian government should seek ways nounced an across-the-board cut in state under the poverty line, defined last year
to restructure its heavy debt burden over spending of 2 percent, (that is, 11 billion at earnings of 15,172 forints (Ft), or $87,
both the short and the long term. He crowns). Proposed govemment measures a month. A typical family of four spends
told a news conference in early March alsoincludeincreasingconsumptiontaxes 45.3 percent of its income on food.
that a country with hyperinflation could (for example, on gasoline, cigarettes, and Hungary's 3 million pensioners received
not be expected to make net payments beer) and lowering the corporate tax rate an average Ft 17,300 (about $100) a
to the outside world to any significant from the current 39 percent to 35 percent. month last year.
extent. Sachs also warned Bulgaria
against long-term implementation of a The strong crown, as well as Czech TheBudapest-basedEconomicResearch
currency board, as proposed by the IMF, industry's failing export performance, is Institute (GKI) forecasts a 2.5 percent rise
to help stabilize the economy. The driving the country's trade deficit-$5.9 in real GDP in 1997with6percent growth
country's small foreign reserves (about billion in 1996, compared with $3.7 bil- in industrial production and a 1 percent
$400 million) cast doubt on the efficacy lion the previous year. The national bank increase in agricultural output. Capital in-
of a currency board, he claimed. Noting reported that the current account deficit vestment is expected to grow by 10 per-
that annual debt service is about 10 per- for all of 1996 was $4.5 billion, compared cent next year. GKI forecasts 8 percent
cent of GDP, he lambasted the West for with $1.4 billion in 1995. This year's trade growth in exports and a 10 percent in-
being more concerned about the welfare deficit could top 200 billion crowns (about crease in imports next year. This will re-
of Western creditors than about that of $7 billion). The trade deficit in January was sult in a $2.8 billion $3 billion trade deficit,
the Bulgarian people. 13.6 billion crowns ($477 million), com- including the turnover of duty-free zones,

pared with 7.9 billion crowns in January but GKI expects the current account defi-
Meanwhile, Steve Hanke, the world's 1996. cit to remain at $1.8 billion in 1997. The
best-known advocate of currency boards, conditions for economic growth are ex-
has become an adviser to Bulgarian Presi- Hungary pected to emerge in the next few months,
dent Petar Stoyanov. (See Steve Hanke's and falling inflation and higher wages are
article on new currency boards, Transi- The foreign trade balance is expected to likely to boost domestic demand.
tion, February 1997, p. 8.) deteriorate by $500 million in 1997 com-

pared with last year, because of a 10 to Hungary on April 1 reduced the monthly
Czech Republic 12 percent projected increase in imports, crawling-peg depreciation of the forint to

Hungarian officials predict. To preserve 1.1 percent from 1.2 percent. The gov-
An economic slowdown-and the conse- the balance of payments the tourism sec- ernment is to reduce Hungary's special
quent shrinkage of the tax base-was tor must produce a surplus of $1 billion to surcharge on imports to 3 percent effec-
largely responsible for the deficit in the $1.2 billion. Industrial production must tive May 15. The country's improving eco-
state budget after only two months of grow by 4 percent and investments by 8 nomic fundamentals have allowed the
1997. In January-February the budget to 10 percent, along with stagnant ex- government to take these steps as part
deficit reached 6.7 billion crowns ($231 port and domestic consumption levels, in of an effort to force down inflation in
million). The finance ministry attributes order to achieve GDP growth of 2 to 3 1997.
much of the current year's deficit to a fall percent. In accordance with the EU as-
of 3.3 billion crowns in revenues from sociation agreement, Hungary will lift Poland
taxes. In addition to the economic down- import quotas on EU goods. Hungary must
turn, Czech firms have become smarter also abolish import duties by the turn of According to estimates by the economy
at avoiding taxes, according to Evzen the century, with only temporary duties ministry, the foreign trade deficit reached
Kocenda, deputy director of research at to be imposed on products important to $12.6 billion in 1996, almost double the
Charles University's Center for Economic the Hungarian economy. figure for the previous year. Export rev-
Research and Graduate Education. enues totaled $24.35 billion (a 6.3 per-

The gap between the rich and the poor cent increase over 1995) and import
Economists blame the slowdown on three in Hungary continues to widen: the 20 revenues $36.94 billion (27.2 percent).
factors:theincompleteprivatizationoflarge percent of people with the highest in- Economy ministry official Janusz
companies, the growing trade deficit, and comes earn four times as much as the Kaczurba said the shortfall was caused
the Czech National Bank's inflation-con- poorest 20 percent, according to a recent mainly by the limited export capacity of
scious and restrictive monetary policy. report by the Central Statistical Office. the Polish economy and the slowing down
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of global foreign trade. He added that the increase will compensate for some 75 by the end of this year if foreign reserves
improvement of the German economy percent of the price hikes. The minimum total at least $2.5 billion and inflation
(Germany is the biggest importer of Pol- taxable salary will double from the present drops to an annualized rate of 30 per-
ish goods) and the increase in foreign 97,000 lei (about $16). cent, national bank officials predicted.
investment in Poland should mean that
the foreign trade deficit will be lower this Within the next two months the govern- Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
year. Exports are projected to grow by 15 ment will introduce or revise up to eighty
percent and imports by 22 percent. laws in order to attract direct and portfo- The Yugoslav economy is on the verge of

lio investments from the West, Prime Min- collapse and the government is facing
Polish authorities are weighing controls on ister Ciorbea said. Bureaucratic stark economic options-recession or
some foreign investment as part of their procedures are to be cut back. Romanian rampant inflation-the Belgrade-based
effort to reduce inflation by reining in authorities plan to allow foreign banks to Institute for Market Research (IZIT) said
money supply growth. The national bank acquire up to about 95 percent of state on March 4. IZIT director Jovan Todorovic
wants foreign investors who buy Polish banks' capital and to develop capital said Yugoslavia urgently needs to rejoin
govemment bonds and corporate debt se- markets. All five state-controlled commer- international financial institutions but must
curities to deposit a portion of their in- cial banks will be included in the bill. Mr. also embark on privatization, economic
vestments in non-interest-bearing Ciorbea also invited foreign companies restructuring, and reform of the expensive
accounts. Critics are concerned that the to buy stakes in state utilities, communi- state apparatus. The West has made any
national bank's intended measure would cations groups, and oil companies that recourse to such bodies as the IMF condi-
slow down investments by foreigners, who are to be privatized. Foreign investors in tional on political as well as economic
have already invested an estimated $1 Romania, whether their interest is in par- change by the govemment.
billion in Polish government debt. tially or entirely foreign-owned busi-

nesses, will be entitled to own the land CIS and the Baltics
Romania required for their activities.

Baltics
Prime Minister Victor Ciorbea presented Romania's GDP will contract by 1 to 2
the government's long-awaited shock percent this year amid sweeping free The Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and
therapy program. About 3,600 state com- market reforms. Romania's annual foreign Lithuania are all moving ahead with leg-
panies will be privatized in 1997; unprof- debt servicing will total about $900 mil- islation to introduce private pensions,
itable companies will be closed or lion this year but will grow to $1.6 billion which experts say will provide a major
auctioned off, exchange controls are to between 1999 and 2001 due to recent boost to both local markets and the
be lifted, tariffs and price controls cut, short-term borrowing, IMF Resident Rep- economy. 'This is really important for eco-
and an inflated exchange rate abandoned. resentative John Hill told an investors con- nomic growth," said Louise Fox of the
(The price of fuel, electricity, public trans- ference in Bucharest in early March. Most World Bank, who is advising the Latvian
port, and telecommunications already of the country's resources for debt ser- and Lithuanian authorities on pension
surged in February following the vicing in 1997 will come from foreign fund legislation. Fox said that once pri-
government's decision to withdraw sub- loans. The budget and current account vate pension are introduced, around 1
sidies for them. As a result, consumer deficits should steadily improve, and the percent of Latvia's 2.7 million popula-
prices rose 18.8 percent in February, af- state could pay for the higher debt ser- tion will likely take part in some form of
ter a 16.2 percent rise in January.) vicing in the near future with little bor- private pension scheme in the first year,

rowing. Modest GDP growth is expected with participation rising to around 20 per-
The government expects a rise in un- in 1998 following the free market reforms. cent after ten years. An underground
employment to about 8 percent from pipeline to smuggle vodka between Es-
the current 6 percent. A social program The leu has stabilized at rates of 8,500 tonia and Latvia has been discovered
will compensate those most affected to 9,000 to the dollar after a six-week by the countries' customs officials. The
by the measures-over 10 percent of depreciation of 46 percent. The National 300-meter pipeline ran between two
GDP will be channeled into this pro- Bank of Romania has set an official ref- border villages alongside the main Riga-
gram. The average monthly wage will erence rate of 6,822 lei to the dollar in Tallinn road.The pipelinewasdiscovered
increase by more than 30 percent, from order to hold the leu's depreciation to 39 before it began operating. The price of
329,000 lei ($53) to 430,000 lei ($70). percent so far this year. The bank will set vodka in Estonia is 60 percent higher
The government hopes that the wage minimum and maximum rates for the leu than in Latvia.
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In February monthly inflation in Estonia change (vekselya) represent major chan- years old, and 2 percent of the oil is
was 0.9 percent, in Latvia 0.4 percent, nels for tax evasion. Russian commer- lost through leaks due to corrosion and
and in Lithuania 0.6 percent, in each cial banks alone issued 114 trillion rubles accidents.
case sharply down from January levels. (some $20 billion) worth of vekselya, ac-
The combined rates for the first two cording to the central bank. At any one The average monthly salary in Russia
months (2.3 percent in both Estonia and time 11 trillion rubles in tax payments was 870,000 rubles ($155) in January,
Latvia and 3.4 percent in Lithuania) are are being held by commercial banks, 10 percent higher than a year earlier
considerably lower than for the same which delay passing the funds on to the after adjustment for inflation. As of Janu-
period over the past six years. federal authorities. (On March 14 the ary 27, Russian workers were owed 48.6

Duma imposed higher fines for each day trillion rubles in delayed wages, up 3
Russia that commercial banks delay transferring percent from 47.2 trillion in December

tax payments to the budget.) 1996; late payments from the budget
In January Russians purchased $5.2 bil- accounted for about 20 percent of the
lion worth of foreign currency, a recent The 1997 budget, signed into law, plans arrears.
Russian State Statistical Committee re- expenditure of 530 trillion rubles ($76
port said. This amounts to 18.5 percent billion), including 104 trillion on defense, Russia's population will decline by up to
of total earned income. The monthly 47 trillion on internal security, 18.5 tril- 25 million people during the next three
flight of Russian capital abroad totals lion on education, and 10 trillion on so- decades if current demographic trends
between $1.5 billion and $2 billion, ac- cial policy. With income of 434 trillion continue, Carl Haub of the Washington-
cording to the Russian Academy of Sci- rubles and a deficit of 95 trillion (3.5 per- based Population Reference Bureau pre-
ences' Institute of Economics. The most cent of GDP), the budget formally com- dicts in a recent study. The population
widespread scheme is to sell raw mate- plies with the deficit guidelines agreed will decrease from the present 148 mil-
rialsatlowerthanworldpricesandthen with the IMF. Prime Minister Viktor lion to 123 million by 2030, and after
share the difference between the par- Chernomyrdin admitted that 40 trillion that the decline will be even faster. The
ticipants in the deal. rubles of expenditure carried over from drop in population is related to the low

1996 are not covered by revenues at birth rate (in 1996 the rate was just 9
Russia's 17 million jobless constitute 22 present. births per 1,000 population) and the high
percent of the labor force, the Interna- death rate among Russian males, which
tional Labor Organization claims. The The volume of domestic investment in now equals that of war-ravaged Liberia.
ministry of labor in Moscow, however, the Russian economy in January totaled This high mortality rate is attributed pri-
cites data that put unemployment at just 18 trillion rubles, a 9 percent decline marily to cardiovascular diseases, indus-
7.5 million (9.7 percent) at the end of over the same period a year earlier. The trial accidents, and alcoholism. Soon,
1996:2.5 million registered unemployed, fall is largely due to drastic cuts in fed- almost one-third of Russia's population
plus 3 million engaged in part-time work eral investment programs, high interest will be people who are dependent on
and 2 million on unpaid leave. Arrears rates for banking credits, and the higher pensions.
of unemployment benefits total 1.2 tril- returns possible from state short-term
lion rubles ($210 million). Currently, an securities. Ukraine
unemployed worker receives 75 percent
of the last earned wage. A new law would In the fuel and energy sector investment Ukraine owes 1.36 billion hryvnyas ($750
cap the benefit at the subsistence mini- in 1996 fell 16 percent compared with million) in wage arrears and 1.2 billion
mum for the region in which the appli- the previous year, amounting to 104 tril- (more than $700 million) in unpaid pen-
cant resides. lion rubles ($18.4 billion). Investment in sions, Prime Minister Pavio Lazarenko told

the gas industry fell 5.5 percent, and in the parliament on March 11. He said the
Only six of Russia's eighty-nine regions the oil sector the decline was 25.7 per- debts have accrued because budget rev-
met their 1996 tax obligations to the fed- cent. Oil production dropped 2 percent enues were smallerthan predicted, unfore-
eral budget, according to Deputy Gen- in 1996, and has fallen 40 percent over- seen wage increases were being financed
eral Procurator Vladimir Davidov. The all since its peak in 1987. Major foreign from the budget, and local budgets were
main reasons for tax arrears are falling investors are staying away pending the higher than envisaged. He hoped that 35
industrial output and the inefficient fis- approval of a list of sites authorized un- percent of all wage arrears would be paid
cal system, he admitted. Barter deals der the production-sharing law. Half of by May and all pensions dating from De-
and the mass issuance of bills of ex- the oil pipelines are more than twenty cember 1996 by the end of March.
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Ukraine wants to promote foreign in- ments, mainly in the oil industry. More three Japanese concerns-Itochi,
vestment: Prime Minister Lazarenko an- than 27,000 Kazaks now work for for- JGC, and Nissho lwai-to build
nounced in mid-February that the tax eign companies or joint ventures, com- Turkmenistan's first polypropylene
burden will be reduced, and the state's pared with around 6,400 in early 1993. plant in Turkmenbashy (formerly
share in privatized enterprises will not (A U.S. firm, CCL, has recently invested Krasnovodsk). The Japanese govern-
exceed 26 percent (except for strategic in Kazakstan, having a three-year con- ment will extend a $400 million credit
facilities, in which the government will cession to run the Pavoldar oil refinery. to the plant, which will produce 90,000
retain 51 percent ownership). Ukraine The plant previously produced more than tons of polypropylene annually.
has so far attracted only $1.5 billion in half of Kazakstan's gasoline needs.)
foreign direct investment. Asian Economies

Kyrgyzstan's GNP increased by 5.6 per-
Ukrainian lawmakers have voted to in- cent, industrial output by 10.8 percent, Cambodia
crease the minimum monthly wage from and agricultural output by 13.1 percent
15 hryvnyas ($8) to 70.9 hryvnyas. La- in 1996, President Askar Akayev an- Cambodia is laying plans to set up its
bor Minister Mykola Biloblotsky warned nounced to parliament on March 26. first stock market, and finance minis-
thatthemovewouldcostthestatebud- One of the country's goals for 1997 is try officials are aiming for a 1998
get 32 billion hryvnyas this year. The to reduce the trade deficit. In 1996 start-up. Capital market laws have al-
average monthly wage for Ukraine's in- Kyrgyzstan imported 1.7 times more ready been drafted and are awaiting
dustrial workers is now 157 hryvnyas. than it exported. Another goal is to submission to the National Assembly

bring inflation down to 17 percent and for approval. The government also
Central Asia to cut unemployment, which is running needs to pass company laws and leg-

at 20 percent. islation affecting withholding tax and
The presidents of the Kyrgyz Republic, foreign exchange. Cambodia's eco-
Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan have Uzbek President Islam Karimov called nomic growth for 1996 has been re-
pledged aid totaling 0.3 percent of their 1996 the year of economic and finan- vised upward to 6.5 percent from an
annual fiscal budgets to the Interna- cial stabilization. The budget deficit did original 6 percent, Finance Minister
tional Fund for Saving the Aral Sea. not exceed 3.5 percent, inflation was Keat Chhon said in early March.

cut in half, the national currency was
Under a major government reorganiza- strengthened, and foreign trade was Vietnam
tion in Kazakstan, two new state agen- more than $9.3 billion. Mr. Karimov
cies directly responsible to the president called for 1997 to be a year of social Vietnam is expected to record a $945
have been created to control strategic security for all. (The EBRD has granted million trade deficit for the first three
resources and planning. The economy a credit line of $120 million to develop months of this year. That level would
ministry, the trade and industry minis- the Uzbek banking sector, and OPIC represent a 6.5 percent decline from
try, and the antimonopoly committee has provided $200 million worth of po- the shortfall in the same period in
have been merged into a new economy litical risk insurance and financing for 1996, and would signal that govern-
superministry. The state property and U.S. projects in the country.) ment efforts to tame the deficit were
state privatization committees have been paying off.
abolished, and their powers transferred In Turkmenistan inflation in 1996 was
to the finance ministry and the state in- 100.1 percent. Some 4.4 million met- Nearly one-fifth of Vietnamese
vestment committee. The energy sector ric tons of oil and 35.2 billion cubic state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are
ministrieswereamalgamatedintoanew meters of gas were extracted during operating at a loss, a Vietnamese
energy and natural resources ministry. the year. Over 90 percent of industrial newspaper reported. However, ex-
The changes seem likely to concentrate production came from state enterprises perts say that given the nature of
more power in the hands of the presi- but some 66 percent of retail trade is accounting at most state-owned en-
dent and to strengthen the hand of the reportedly outside state control. GDP terprises, the figure could be much
oil and gas lobby. exceeded 6.6 billion manats ($1.6 bil- higher.

lion) in 1996.
U.S. investors at the start of 1996 had We appreciate the contributions from
a 66 percent share, worth $1.8 billion, Turkmen President Saparmurat Niyazov the Open Media Research Institute's
in Kazakstan's foreign direct invest- signed a $580 million agreement with Daily Digest.
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World Bank/IMF Agenda
Wolfensohn: World Bank and IMF foreign aid from the EU, the World Bank, rating and that monthly disbursements
Prepared to Aid Albania Germany, Italy, and the United States. are running at about $70 million. This is

(About a third of last year's $960 million a far cry from early 1996, when a similar
The World Bank and IMF are prepared budget revenues was provided by various review of Russia's portfolio found that
to provide financial aid to Albania to help foreign sources. Albania has received the with a less than 40 percent satisfactory
it out of the present crisis, World Bank highest per capita level of EU aid of any performance rating, Moscow was draw-
President James Wolfensohn said dur- East European state.) Albania's growth ing an average of only $25 million a
ing a March 6 press conference in Madrid. was largely a mirage. month from its loans. In 1995 Russia's
The EU regards reestablishing relations (From comments in Le Monde, the Guard- loan projects were the most troubled in
with the IMF, introducing strict financial ian, Handelsblatt, and Financial Times.) the Bank, with only 39 percent consid-
discipline, and clarifying events that led ered to be performing satisfactorily.
to the collapse of the country's pyramid World Bank Loans to Russia Could
schemes as conditions for support. Expand But a major joint effort launched by

Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Pyramid Schemes and the Limits of The World Bank expects its loans to Rus- Chernomyrdin and World Bank Presi-
Conditionality sia to increase by $2 billion to $3 billion a dent James Wolfensohn has turned the

year for the next few years from the cur- situation around. The review's target is
International institutions cannot be ac- rent $6 billion, Vice President Johannes to reach a satisfactory rating of 80 per-
cused of keeping their eyes shut to the Linn told a news conference in Moscow cent of projects by June. (To get this
dangers of the pyramid schemes to Al- during his early-March trip to Russia. "A rating, a lending project must meet all
bania but they did underestimate the doubling of loans outstanding by the end goals outlined in the Bank's country
consequences, writes French commen- of the century is not impossible," he assistance strategy, must be consistent
tator Francoise Lazare. Both the IMF and added. Michael Carter of the Bank's Mos- with the Bank's overall policies on pov-
the World Bank warned the authorities cow office said new loans would fund a erty reduction, and must be using re-
several times and urged them in vain to bureau for economic analysis to improve sources efficiently.) The Bank is now
eliminate these schemes. "The painful economicpolicymakingandwouldfinance Russia's largest single foreign source
misadventure in Albania shows the lim- higher education and school textbooks. of long-term financing for public sector
its of economic conditionality. As long Work on a new structural adjustment loan investments.
as local authorities cooperate with in- is to be completed in the next few months.
ternational finance institutions (IFis), Since August 1992 twenty-eight loans
they can manage economic policy to- Tentative accord was reached on a $300 to Russia have been approved, with a
gether, but if confidence is lacking, the million loan for the reconstruction of his- total value of $6.4 billion. This makes
means available to IFIs are limited." toric parts of St. Petersburg, as well as Russia the Bank's third largest borrower

on a loan of similar size for renovation of after China and India. Loans have been
Albania was a master student of inter- the water and drainage networks of sev- provided for the oil industry; for the
national economic institutions two years eral Russian cities, Construction Minister transport sector, including road and
ago, with a healthy economy (GDP was Yefim Basin disclosed. Earlier, the Mos- bridge repairs and improvement of bus
growing at 8 tol 0 percent annually), ac- cow Times reported that World Bank offi- services in more than a dozen cities;
ceptable entrepreneurial structures, and cials are discussing another loan to for strengthening the banking sector
stable political conditions. But the poor- Russia's coal industry, just months after and developing capital markets; for
est economy in Europe is now shrinking dispensing the second tranche of a $525 the support of agricultural and land
to less than its size in 1990. If new cred- million loan targeting the battered sector. reform; for promotion of better health
its from abroad are cut off because of care, education, water supply, and
the current chaos, imports could com- More Satisfactory Projects in Russia sanitation; and for protection of the
pletely collapse. The economy is kept environment.
afloat only by the inflow of hundreds of A joint Russian-World Bank review con-
millions of dollars a year from Albanians cluded in March shows that Russia's loan Reported by Robert Lyle, Radio Free
working in Italy or Greece, and through projects have a 65 percent satisfactory Europe
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Chubais Orders Investigation of Use gram loans, is also more focused and ment of Ukraine. The PGF will encour-
of World Bank Loan surgical than what the IMF can do with age foreign investors to finance the

a single program, he added. "I call on working capital or fixed capital require-
Russian First Deputy Prime Minister the World Bank to now take the lead and ments of Ukrainian agricultural enter-
Anatoly Chubais has instructed the fi- greatly increase its role in Russian re- prises, agroprocessing enterprises, and
nance ministry's control department and forms," he said, adding that the Bank was private distributors. The Guarantee Ad-
the territorial agencies of the main de- clearly ready to do so and should now ministration Unit (GAU), an independent
partment for the federal public entity, will sell guar-
treasury to check on antee contracts against gov-
whether the World Bank's Emergency Support to Bulgaria ernment performance and
1996 "coal loan" was used political force majeure risks,
correctly, Chubais's aide The Bulgarian government reached agreement with the IMF on back-stopped by a World
Andrei Trapeznikov dis- March 17 for an economic stabilization program to be backed Bank guarantee. Since
closed. Reports have indi- by new loans totaling $660 million, mostly from a $510 million Ukraine joined the World
cated thatthe administrations standby facility. This will be disbursed in six tranches over four- Bank in September 1992,
of some coal-mining regions, teen months, subject to the country meeting quarterly condi- Bank commitments have to-
rather than apply the loan as tions. The stabilization program is to be based on a currency taled about $1.6 billion for
intended to improve the so- board system, under which the exchange rate will be fixed and ten projects. World Bank Man-
cial conditions of coal min- the money supply fully backed by foreign currency reserves. aging Director Caio
ers endangered by mine The budget deficit is to be cut to 4 percent compared with 11 Koch-Weser said at a recent
closures, used the World Bank percent in 1996 and a similar level in the first half of this year, news conference in Kiev that
funds forother purposes.The and foreign reserves are to rise sharply. In the long term the the Bank could provide
investigation will affect all government has committed itself to accelerating structural re- Ukraine up to $1 billion in
of Russia's twenty-four forms, including faster privatization, greater price and trade loans this year if it quickly
coal-mining regions. The liberalization, and higher foreign direct investment. The World passed the 1997 budget and
World Bank's Moscow office Bank is discussing loans worth about $290 million-$170 mil- a package of tax reforms to
welcomed the news regard- lion from two financial and enterprise structural adjustment underpin it. The budget
ing the investigation. "We loans, $40 million for financing critical imports of grain, medi- would also pave the way for
hope that the ongoing veri- cines, vaccines, and basic foodstuffs; and $80 million for so- Ukraine's receipt of a $2.5
fication effort will clarify the cial protection. In mid-April the EU and OECD will discuss billion to $3 billion extended
proper use of all budget re- additional balance of payments support, which could amount fund facility loan from the
sources going to the coal to $300 million. The Bulgarian National Bank said it had for- IMF.
sector," the Bank's commu- eign exchange reserves of $445.5 million at the end of Febru-
nique emphasized. ary. Bulgaria has foreign debt repayments of more than $800 Fund-raiser for Bosinia and

million due this year. Herzegovina Postponed
Summers Urges Greater Again
World Bank Role in Russia

"greatly expand" the scope of its activi- An international donors conference
The current phase of economic reform ties to provide $2 billion in additional aimed at raising $1.4 billion for recon-
in Russia calls for the broader expertise loans this year. He said the Bank should struction in Bosnia and Herzegovina has
of the World Bank, Treasury Deputy Sec- examine areas of fiscal management, been postponed for the second time this
retary Lawrence Summers told members social protection, and programs in areas year. The conference should have been
of the U.S.-Russia Business Council on such as agriculture and power. held in March but was postponed until
April 1. Summers praised the work car- April to give the Bosnian government
ried out thus far by the International First World Bank Guarantee to time to adopt economic reforms and
Monetary Fund, but said "strengthening Ukraine clinch a deal with the IMF. Now theApril
the public sector, promoting development date will also be missed. Before com-
of the private sector, and tackling A partial risk guarantee of $120 million mitting funds to Bosnia and Herzegovina,
sectoral problems" are better suited to approved by the World Bank on March foreign donors want to see it sign an
the World Bank. Its conditionality, oper- 18 will support a pre-export guarantee agreement with the IMF, which in turn
ating through numerous projects and pro- facility (PGF) established by the govern- wants to see a functioning central bank,
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an agreement on common currency, and liberalization as an objective, although he consultations will be held in order to
finance and budget laws in place. In an- added that prudence was needed in ap- ensure participation at local, regional,
other development, with support from the proaching the process. Stressing the risks and national levels. Only after all these
World Bank, the government has estab- for emerging economies in the process of public forums have taken place and sev-
lished an Investment Guarantee Agency globalization, he said that they should eral studies completed (about alterna-
(IGA) to offer guarantees to foreign inves- secure their macroeconomic balances and tives, economic impact, an environmental
tors providing credits to local industries. the soundness of their financial system and social action plan, a resettlement
'This ensures that a guarantee holder is while opening up their capital markets. action plan, an environmental assess-
fully protected by an independent and ment and management plan) will the
strong financial source outside Bosnia and World Bank to Pay More Attention to Bank reach a decision on whether or not
Herzegovina," Lamija Kosaric, the agency's Environment to support this project.
director, said. The World Bank group's
MIGA grants guarantees for larger and In the future the World Bank will ask inde- Romania Expects IMF Standby and
longer-term investments beyond the cov- pendent environmental NGOs for advice World Bank Loans
erage offered by IGA. in the institution's credit commitments,

World Bank PresidentJames Wolfensohn Romanian Finance Minister Mircea
Croatia Receives IMF Loan saidattheRio-plus-Fivesummit.TheBank Ciumara said that the country expects

in the past has disregarded environmen- to receive about $1 billion in loans from
The IMF announced on March 13 that it tal sustainability in projects it financed the )MF, World Bank, and European
has approved a three-year $486 million and has made serious mistakes, said Union. The IMF share is $400 million,
extended fund facility loan to Croatia, Wolfensohn, adding that the Bank was with approval expected in mid-April.
$158 million of which will be available now a reformed institution trying to give
this year. The credit is designed to help greater weight to social, cultural, and hu- $225 Million for Reforms in Hungary
the government push ahead with struc- man issues alongside economic issues,
tural reforms while meeting postwar ex- when deciding on what to finance. (Of A twelve-year, $225 million enterprise and
pectations of higher living standards. the World Bank's $25 billion in annual financialsectoradjustmentloanapproved
Healthy growth is likely to continue this loans, some $7.2 billion flows to envi- by the World Bank on March 11 will help
year. Croatia's Deputy Prime Minister ronmental projects. Since 1989, when Hungary finalize banking sector and en-
Borislav Skegro announced that the the Bank set up an environment depart- terprise reforms. The loan will be used to
country is close to completing an $80 ment, it has supported some 1 53 complete the privatization of the four larg-
million to $100 million financial and en- projects in 62 countries.) est commercial banks-Savings Bank,
terprise structural adjustment loan from Budapest Bank, Foreign Trade Bank, and
the World Bank. The loan will be used to Nam Theun II Project: No Decision Yet Credit Bank. Since banking reforms began,
help overhaul Croatia's banking system the share of banking assets controlled by
and restructure and privatize large pub- "The World Bank, which initially prom- the private sector has increased to about
lic sector firms. ised to help finance Laos's Nam Theun 80 percent. The loan will also be used to

11 dam, has put the brakes on its sup- strengthen banking regulation and super-
Camdessus Sees IMF Capital Ac- port. Alarmed by the $1.2 billion esti- vision as well as to promote the further
count Mandate mated cost of the project, equal to the integration of Hungary's banking sector

country's annual GNP and three times into European financial markets. Reforms
An agreement to give the IMF a man- as big as the government's budget, the in the enterprise sector include a new
date to promote capital account convert- Bank fears the outlay could push the Lao privatization law mandating the divestiture
ibility (progressive liberalization of PDR into debt," claimed a recent article of 80 percent of the remaining state hold-
capital account transactions among its in the French newspaper Le Figaro. Of- ings in the enterprise sector and imple-
members) could be reached at this year's ficials of the World Bank told the Transi- menting sweeping privatization through
IMF-World Bank Annual Meetings, IMF tion newsletter that contrary to the which a major share of state holdings in
Managing Director Michel Camdessus newspaper's information, no decision has gas and electricity distribution, power gen-
said on March 7, at a conference on yetbeenmaderegardingtheproject.The eration, and the Hungarian oil and tele-
Asian financial integration in Hong Kong. World Bank considers it vital to ob- communications companieswere divested.
Mr. Camdessus said that he would rec- tain stakeholder evaluation of the So far, Hungary has taken loans totaling
ommend that the IMF establish capital projects it supports. A series of public $3.7 billion from the World Bank.
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Conferenc D The purpose of the conference is to stimu- Information: LatifahAlsegaf, World Bank,Confe~renice D ary late research on the functioning of mar- Economic Development Institute, 1818 H
kets whose operation is hampered or Street, N. W, Room M7-075, Washington,

Ninth Annual Bank Conference on distorted by the shadow economy, inad- D.C., 20433, United States, tel. 202-4 73-
Development Economics (ABCDE) equate legal foundations, secrecy, rent- 6442, fax 202-676-0858, Email:
April 30-May 1, 1997, Washington, D.C., seeking, and corruption. Participants will GlobalKnowledge@worldbank.org.
United States include Ukrainian and foreign scholars,

govemment officials, members of the busi- Investments and Priorities in Develop-
Inaugurated by James D. Wolfensohn, ness community, representatives of foreign ment of St. Petersburg
President of the World Bank, and spon- assistance organizations, and EERC fac- September 23-28, 1997, St. Petersburg,
sored by Joseph E. Stiglitz, Senior Vice ulty members and students. Four panels, Russia
President, Development Economics and including a number of invited papers, com-
Chief Economist. Topics include Corrup- mentary, and open discussion, will be held. Information: Lynn Brittingham, Regional
tion: catalysts and constraints (Michael Paper presentations are only by invitation Coordinator USA, tel. 1-800-862-5015, fax
Johnston and Susan Rose-Ackerman); of the program director. 215-862-0303.
Incentives and performance in public or- Information: Email: sasha ceerc.kiev.ua; or
ganizations (Sherwin Rosen, Bruce by fax 011-38-044-417-7395. Post-privatization Period in Eastern
Weinberg, and Dilip Mookherjee); Pov- Europe: A Chance for Enterprises and
erty and environment (Karl Goran-Maler China as a Global Economic Power: Shareholders
and Ramon Lopez); and Leaders in Market Reforms in the New Millennium October 14-19,1997, Chisinau, Moldova
growth: can others follow? (Alberto June 15-18,1997, Shanghai Hilton, China
Alesina and Takatoshi Ito). Participation Organizer: University of Grenoble.
by non-Bank and non-IMF staff is by in- Organizer: Cato Institute and Fudan Uni- Infornation: Ivan Samson, Chairnan of
vitation only. versity. This international conference fea- Organizational Committee on EU, Univer-
Information: Boris Pleskovic or Gregory tures more than thirty leading experts, sity of Grenoble, 1241 rue des Resi-
Ingram, Research Advisory Staff, World with sessions on China's place in the glo- dences, BP 47 Grenoble, France, tel.
Bank, 1818 H Street, N. W, Room N7-031, bal trading order; the future of China's mar- 33-476-825-819, fax 33-476-825-862.
Washington, D.C. 20433, United States tel. ket economy; Hong Kong's future; social
202-473-1062, fax 202-522-0304. developments in China; and building Banking and Finance in the Baltics '97

China's institutional infrastructure. October 15-17, 1997, Riga, Latvia
Human Resources Management: In- Information: Julie Briggs, Cato Institute,
teraction of the Western and Eastern 1000 MassachusettsAve., N.W, Washing- Organizer: LBS Exhibitions and Confer-
European Management Cultures ton, D.C. 20001, United States, tel. 202- ences.
May 22-23, 1997, Jurmala, Latvia 789-5269, fax 202-842-3490. Information: Latvian Business School, 1

Maza Pils str., Riga, LV 1050 Latvia, tel.
Organizer: LBS Exhibitions and Confer- Global Knowledge '97 371-721-1186, fax 371-722-4429, Email:
ences. World Bank Conference on Knowledge IbsOmailbox.riga.lv, Internet: http://
Information: Latvian Business School, 1 for Development in the Information Age wwwlvnet.lv/BFB96.
Maza Pils Str., Riga, LV 1050 Latvia, tel. June 22-25, 1997, Toronto, Canada
371-721-1186, fax 371-722-4429, Email: Third International Conference on
Ibs@mailbox.riga.lv. The conference will bring together 1,200 Small and Medium Enterprise Develop-

ministers and senior policymakers from ment Policy in Transition Economies
Economic Research Conference: Mar- countries undergoing political and eco- October 16-17, 1997, Wolverhampton,
ket Distortions of the Shadow nomic transitions, representatives of the United Kingdom
Economy international development community, pri-
June 10, 1997, Kyiv, Ukraine vate industry, NGOs, academic institutions, Organizer: Dr. Milford Bateman and Dr. Will

and opinion leaders to discuss the role of Bartlett, Local Economic Development in
Organizer: Economic Education and Re- knowledge in economic growth and social Transition Economies Unit, School for
search Consortium (EERC), Economics, development; new approaches and tech- Policy Studies, University of
M.A. Program, University of Kyiv-Mohyla nologies in applied learning; and benefits Wolverhampton.
Academy. of the information revolution. Information: Dr. Milford Bateman, Local
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Economic Development in Transition Organizer: Hochschule fuer Technik, Koemer Allee 16, 02763 Zittau, Germany,
Economies Unit, SLES, University of Wirtschaft und Sozialwesen. tel. 49-3583-611-415, fax49-3583-510-626.
Wolverhampton, United Kingdom, tel. Seminar topics include Energy situation in
44-1902-322-324, fax 44-1902-322-739, Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Poland, Romania, We appreciate the contributions of the
Email: le1914 wlv.ac.uk. Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Cooperation Bureau for Economic Re-

Hungary, Estonia, Lithuania, and Latvia. search on Eastern Europe, Koenigin-
Zittau Seminar on the Energy Information: Prof. W Riesner, Hochschule Luise-Str. 5, D 14195, Berlin, Germany,
Situation in the Countries of Eastern fuer Technik, Wiftschaft und Sozialwesen tel. 4930-897708-68, fax 4930-897708-
Europe Zittau/Goerlitz (FH), Fachbereich 99, Email: tribakovagdiw-berlin.de, or
November 3-5, 1997, Zittau, Germany Wirtschafts-wissenschaften, Theodor dbowen @diw-berlin.de.

New Books and Working Papers
The Macroeconomics and Growth Division regrets that it is unable to provide the publications listed.

World Bank Publications The geographical distribution of foreign * Using the growth determinant values of
direct investment (FDI) within China is the EU country average, none of the CEE

To receive ordering and price informa- determined mostly by GNP, infrastructure countries would converge to the set
tion for World Bank publications, write: development, level of general education, threshold. Their high investment level-
World Bank, PO. Box 724 7-8619, Phila- and coastal location. In the past, FDI has relative to the EU country average-would
delphia, PA 19170, United States, tel. been biased toward speculative invest- enable them to compensate for other
202-473-1155, fax202-676-0581; or visit ment, especially the real estate sector; shortcomings.
the World Bank bookstores, in the United recently this bias has become less pro- * Assuming an investment level of 25 to
States, 701-18th Street, N. W, Washing- nounced. Between 1978 and 1995, China 30 percent of GDP would significantly
ton, D.C., or in France, 66 avenue received $128 billion in FDI. Recent FDI reduce the years required for conver-
d'lena, 75116 Paris, Email: books@ inflows account for 40 percent of com- gence-for the Czech Republic: 10 to 11
worldbank. org, Internet: http://www. bined flows of FDI to all developing coun- years; Poland: 20 to 22 years; the others:
worldbank.org tries, making China the biggest 10 to 20 years.The CEE countries should

developing-country FDI recipient. provide an environment that promotes in-
Policy Research Working Papers To order: Joan Grigsby, Room MC8-238, vestment and education.

tel. 202-458-2423, fax 202-522-1556, To order.' Luca Barbone, Room H1 1-079,
Simeon Djankov and Bernard Hoekman, Email:jgrigsby@worldbank.org tel. 202-473-2556, fax 202-477-1034,
Trade Reorientation and Productivity Email: lbarbone @ worldbank. org
Growth in Bulgarian Enterprises, Luca Barbone and Juan Zalduendo, EU
1707, January 1997, 23 p. Accession of Central and Eastern Eu- Lixin Colin Xu, The Productivity Ef-
To order: Jennifer Ngaine, Room N5-056, rope: Bridging the Income Gap, 1721, fects of Decentralized Reforms: An
tel. 202-473-7947, fax 202-522-1159, February 1997, 42 p. Analysis of the Chinese Industrial
Email: ingaine t worldbank. org Reforms, 1723, February 1997, 32 p.

The authors conclude that the CEE coun- To order: Paulina Sintim-Aboagye,
William Foxand Christine Wallich, Fiscal Fed- tries at present are not on a path toward Room N9-030, tel. 202-473-8526, fax
eralism in Bosnia-Herzegovina: The Day- reach the income level of the European 202-522-1155, Email: psintimaboagye
ton Challenge, 1714, January 1997, 26 p. Union: ' worldbank. org
To order: Yasmin Jiwa, Room H 11-075, * Hungary, Slovakia, and Slovenia would
tel. 202-473-4848, fax 202-477-1034, converge to the 75 percent threshold in Michelle Riboud and Hoaquan Chu, Pen-
Email: yjiwa@worldbank.org between forty and ninety years if they sion Reform, Growth, and the Labor

maintained their current growth determi- Market in Ukraine, 1731, February 1997,
Harry G. Broadman and Xiaolun Sun, nants. Poland would never converge in 46 p.
The Distribution of Foreign Direct In- these circumstances and the Czech Re-
vestment in China, 1720, February public would converge in about fifteen Ukraine's pension system requires radical
1997, 20 p. years. reforms to restore credibility to the system
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and remove distorted incentives that Lixin Colin Xu, How China's Govern- factors such as land reform and farm re-
make it unsustainable. Raising the retire- ment and State Enterprises Partitioned structuring.
ment age to 65 and introducing a funded Property and Control Rights, 1743,
pillar have to be considered. March 1997, 30 p. Anjali Kumar, China's Non-Bank Finan-
To order: Rosario Hablero, Room H5- 163, cial Institutions: Trust and Investment
tel. 202-473-3971, fax 202-477-3378, The government is risk-neutral and the Companies, 358, March 1997,106 p.
Email: rhablero@worldbank.org enterprise manager is risk-averse; the

Ian Alexander and Colin Mayer, Creat- government's goal is to increase revenue China's Trust and Investment Companies

ing Incentives for Private Infrastruc- (or profitability), to retain maximum con- (TICs) are the most numerous nonbank-
ture Companies to Become More trol of the firms, and to reduce the in- ingfinancialinstitutionstoemergeinChina.
Efficient, 1736, March 1997, 37 p. equality of income across firms, by bailing The paper describes their role in the fi-

Efficient, out firms in financial trouble and collect- nancial sector, together with their balance
The threat of bankruptcy, internal controls ing heavier taxes from high-performing sheets, assets, deposits and loans, and
imposed by shareholders, and external firms. Efficient firms therefore pretend financial statements.

imposed~~~~~~ bysaeodr,adetra to be ineff icient by slacking, so they can
disciplines, such as the threat of hostile tob nfiin yslcig ote a
takciplineo , suca maxi the phreatofhossre o get more transfers. The enterprise man- Technical Papers
takeover, can maximize the pressure on ae n mlye,o h te ad
privatized Infrastructure companies to be 'ge an mlye,o h te ad
privatized eienfrastructure companiestob have an informational advantage over Jennifer Rietbergen-McCracken, Partici-
more efficient,.the government that allows them to earn pation in Practice: The Experience of
To order Randee Schneiderman, Room G4- g
040, tel. 202-473-0191, 1ax202-522-3481 a rent; that advantage leads to subopti- the World Bank and Other Stakehold-
040,t. 202-473-0191, fa2- -41 mal efforts. ers, 333, 1996, 112 p.

To order: Paulina Sintim-Aboagye, Room

Stijn Claessens, Simeon Djankov, and N9-030, tel. 202-473-8526, fax 202-522- A Survey of Health Reform in Central
Gerhard Poh, Ownership and Corporate 155 Email:psintimaboagye wowidbankorg Asia, 344, 1996, 65 p.

Governance: Evidence from the Czech
Govemanlc,173 Evidence from the C h Magnus Blomstrom and Ari Kokko, How Labor Markets in Transition in Cen-
Republic, 1737, March 1997, 20 p. Foreign lnvestmentAffects Host Coun- tral and Eastern Europe, 1989-1995,

For a cross-section of 706 firms for the tries, 1745, March 1997, 44 p. 352, 1996, 62 p.

period 1992-95, the authors find that the Foreign direct investment can promote Other World Bank Publications
mass-privatization scheme improved the economic development by helping to im-
management of p rivatized enterprises by
concgementrat ownership.tiz Bankess wh a prove productivity growth and exports in Global Development Finance 1997

(indirect) equity stake in a privatized firm the host countries. But multinationals' en- (earlier, World Debt Tables), volumes 1
havdiect aeitiv influe on .te firm try into developing countries may replace and 2, March 1997; 219 p. and 615 p.,
have agpositiverinflunce. onIthe firmscor- local production and force local firms out respectively.
porate governance. of business rather than force them to
To order: Faten Hatab, Room H8-087, tel. of buies rahrta. oc hmt
To4 order:835tenHatab, Room7 H8087, tel. become more efficient. Bond, equity, and direct investment in the
202-473-5835, fax202-477-8772, Email:, To order: Jennifer Ngaine, Room N5-060, developing countries continued to rise for
fhatab@worldbank.org tel. 202-473-7947, fax 202-522-1159, the sixth consecutive year in 1996. Private

Harry Huizinga and Soren Bo Nielsen, Email: trade@worldbank.org capital now accounts for more than 80
Privatization, Public Investment, and percent of net long-term flows to develop-

Capital Income Taxation,v1741, March Discussion Papers ing countries, totaling $285 billion last year.

1997, 19 p. Nearly 75 percent of foreign private invest-
Ulrich E. Koester and Karen M. Brooks, ment last year went to 12 core countries.
Agriculture and German Reunification, But that share is down from 84 percent of

Thendauthors ietweenvetigat optimal 355 March 1997, 52 p. total investment in 1990. China again is
brodundary. between publicandprivatethe leading destination of net private in-
pooroductio Paulina Sintim-Aboagye Eastern German (former GDR) agricul- vestment among emerging-market coun-

Room N9 030, teln 202473-8526b fax ture is competitive, and has ample ca- tries at an estimated $52 billion, up from
202-522-1155, Email.2 psintimaboagye pacity to rapidly adjust to policy changes. $44.3 billion a year earlier. (China is fol-
2,worldbank. org The paper examines in detail particular lowed by Mexico in this "top 12 league";
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Russia is ninth with $2.5 billion, and Hun- emment revenues, and power and tele- the former Soviet Union. The national sta-
gary is twelfth with $1.2 billion.) On a communications infrastructure. The text tistical offices of each country are the
regional basis, Europe and Central Asia, appears in English, French, and Spanish. source of the data, which include data
with $31.2 billion in FDI, was the third- (for 1990-95) on population and employ-
largest destination for private capital after IDA in Action 1993-1996: The Pursuit ment, national accounts, balance of pay-
East Asia and the Pacific ($108.7 billion), of Sustained Poverty Reduction, 1997, ments and foreign trade, government
and Latin America and the Caribbean 152 p. finance, agriculture, industry and energy,
($74.3 billion). "Long-term development aid price indexes and wages, and household
is a catalyst for, and complement to, pri- Altogether, seventy-nine countries-the incomes and expenditures.
vate foreign investment. Private invest- world's poorest and home to 3.3 billion
ment is not a substitute for official peoplecomprisingsome57percentofthe Russia: Forest Policy during Transi-
assistance targeted at programs which world's population, and recording aver- tion, March 1997, 296 p.
promote better health, education, and age annual income of about $400-are
environment," the report said. eligible to borrow from the International Kazakstan: Transition of the State,

DevelopmentAssociation (IDA), long term March 1997, 288 p.
World Development Indicators 1997, and with zero interest rate. The IDA is
March 1997,400 p. replenished by donor countries every Lawrence Bouton and Mariusz Sumlinski,

three years. (Thirty-two countries fund Trends in Private Investment in Devel-
Earlier published as the statistical appen- about 88 percent of IDA activities.) oping Countries: Statistics for 1970-95,
dix to the World Development Report, 1997, 52 p.
now enlarged to include more than 80 The total resources made available dur-
data tables and 600 indicators for single- ing the Tenth Replenishment (the period Mark Bray, Decentralization of Education:
year observations of about 150 countries. from July 1, 1993, to June 30, 1996) Community Financing, 1996, 60 p.
Supplemented with a WindowsTM-based amounted to $19 billion. The IDA pro-
CD-ROM that contains time-series data vides about one-sixth of net official de- Laurence Carter, Foreign Direct Invest-
(mostly 1970-95). Other sets of tables velopment assistance (ODA). Out of the ment in Central and Eastern European
include Country-at-a-Glance tables, So- IDA's nine new members, six-Armenia, Infrastructure, FIAS Occasional Paper
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